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A Rio connection in Somers
Rod Nuske

T

here is a connection between
the Rio Olympics and Somers
with Lone Joergensen coaching
a competitor in the Australian
Paralympic Equestrian Team.
Emma Booth, a twenty-four-yearold Paralympian equestrian dressage
rider from Berwick, asked Lone to
find a suitable horse for her. Her
horse, Zidane, was found in Denmark.
Why Denmark? This is where Lone
comes from, so she was able to use
her contacts for this very important
purchase.
Em m a h a s a lw ay s be en a
competent rider, but was severely
injured in a car accident in 2013
and is now a paraplegic. Currently
Emma is Australia’s number one,
Grade ll rider. She has been coached
by Lone for the last eight months
riding thirteen-year-old Zidane. This
will continue to a staging camp in
Holland for three weeks in August,
prior to the commencement of the
Paralympic Games in September.
Lone’s coaching will continue in Rio
despite her activities being curtailed
by a new hip.
Zidane currently is quartered
at Lone and husband Ulli’s lovely
property.
When the games are underway
we can take a particular interest
in the Para-Equestrian dressage
events and feel a connection with
this brave young woman, and her
fellow Paralympians.		
ʘ

Lone and ‘Zidane’ in Somers.
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Our purpose
S

omers Paper Nautilus aims to connect all the groups
and individuals of Somers and to help reinforce a sense
of community and belonging by giving them an avenue of
expression through:
•
News relevant to Somers and the surrounding area
as well as items of general interest.
•
•

Stories and examples of local creative endeavour.
Letters.

The Paper Nautilus will not become involved in party
politics nor take sides on any issue. However, we encourage
readers to feel free to express their opinions on matters that
concern them and the Somers community.
The volunteer editorial committee will have the final
decision of the paper’s content and reserves the right to
edit or omit any item on legal grounds or because of space.
Views expressed in the Nautilus are not necessarily shared
by the editorial committee but are those of the authors.
We aim for inclusiveness and openness, catering for a
diversity of views without rancour.

Nautilus

on the Web

Don’t forget back issues
of the Nautilus are
available for viewing
at www.somers-nautilus.org.au
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S

omers residents and visitors will have noticed a distinct
change in the behaviour of Merricks Creek since the construction of the rock revetment wall at the mouth of the
creek in 2012.
Unlike the old timber wall from the mid-1970s that it
replaced, the new wall has no lateral groynes and, as a result,
allows the creek to form a channel along the wall edge. This
channelling is enough to keep the mouth permanently open,
something the creek has never done in its recorded history.
Geomorphologists call Merricks Creek an Intermittently
Closed and Open Coastal Lake and Lagoon (ICOLL). Whilst
ICOLLs are found all along southern Australia where wavedominated coastlines with a small tidal range and variable
river discharges are common, the Merricks Creek Estuary is
the only ICOLL in Westernport Bay. All the other estuaries
in the bay are permanently open, tide-dominated estuaries.
ICOLLs are especially sensitive to environmental changes
such as rising sea levels and man-made modifications to
the entrance or catchment.
Due to the estuary entrance remaining permanently
open, there have been several significant changes:
•
Large quantities of seagrass have been deposited
upstream of the estuary mouth as far as Balnarring
Beach. As the seagrass decomposes, hydrogen sulphide
gas associated with its breakdown results in a persistent
odour. Over-allocation of water in the catchment for
agriculture has resulted in a loss of stream flow and
reduced any flushing effect
•
Extensive sand deltas have been deposited. A flood
tide delta extends upstream beyond Lord Somers Camp
bridge, and an ebb tide delta extended more than 500
metres into the bay before the mouth was closed

Changes in estuary vegetation have occurred,
•
particularly the establishment of previously unseen
mangroves.
These effects are overwhelmingly negative. Although the
ebb tide delta has been a boon for surfers, it has buried many
inshore reefs (thus destroying valuable marine habitats)
and has altered the pattern of tidal currents (probably
contributing to the dune erosion either side of the delta).
The flood tide delta has made the estuary so shallow that the
camps have been unable to operate their boating programs
for much of the year. Breeding patterns of fish (such as
galaxias), which rely on the opening and closing cycle of
the estuary, have been disrupted.
Following representations from Balnarring Beach

residents about the odour from the
creek, Melbourne Water (MW), the
stream managers, convened a Working
Party consisting of the Department
of Environment, Water, Land and
Planning (DEW LP), Morning ton
Peninsula Shire Council (MPSC),
Southern Rural Water (SRW) and
community members from Balnarring
Beach and Somers. MW undertook to
engage a firm of experts to provide a
report on the creek and the Working
Party first met in June 2015 with the
aim of developing the brief for the
appointed expert and specifying the
scope of the study.
W ide - r a ng i ng d i sc u ssion s
canvassed many options and Alluvium
were contracted to carry out the study
and prepare a report. Their report
was completed in October 2015 and
confirmed the community suspicions,
namely:
•
The lack of lateral groynes on
the rock wall probably contributed
to the creek mouth remaining open
•
This had allowed large
quantities of seagrass and sand to
build up in the estuary
The rotting seagrass was
•
producing hydrogen sulphide gas,
the cause of the odour

The production of hydrogen
•
sulphide was exacerbated by the
twice - daily wetting and drying of
the seagrass along the creek bank
due to tidal action.

A further study commissioned by MW
(on the recommendation of Alluvium)
was carried out by researchers
from the School of Geography at the
University of Melbourne. This study
confirmed that the creek was unlikely
to close unless further ‘roughness’ –
groynes or other structures to slow
the water flow – was added to the
mouth.
A lluv ium recommended t hat
in the short term, the creek should
be artificially closed to prevent the
ingress of further seagrass (with the
added benefit of preventing the twicedaily inundation and drying of the
creek banks) and that in the longer
term, modifications be made to the
rock wall to re-establish the historical
opening/closing patterns.
These recommendations were
accepted. MW closed the estuary
mouth in mid-November 2015 and
DELW P commissioned a coast al
engineer to prepare a design for
modifications to the rock wall. As well
as these measures, a comprehensive
test ing reg ime was int roduced
involving:
•
Monitoring the hydrogen
sulphide gas levels at the Balnarring
Beach camping ground
Daily water quality
•
measurements (dissolved oxygen
and salinity) at Lord Somers Camp
bridge
•

Weekly biological testing

Prior to the opening, the creek was at a maximum depth
and longing to escape into the sea.

(E.coli and biological oxygen
demand) at both sites.
Trigger points were established in case
any parameters exceeded acceptable
levels but no action was required.
The creek endured six months of
low water levels, low oxygen, non-toxic
red algal outbreaks and high salinity
before a high tide in May overtopped
the entrance berm and raised the
water level more than half a metre.
Subsequent rains saw water levels rise
steadily until the end of June when the
creek broke out (with a little unofficial
help).
Design of the modifications to
the rock wall is well underway. MW
is continuing to monitor the creek
and have undertaken to close or
open the mouth as necessary until
the modifications to the wall are
completed. Whilst these measures
will undoubtedly reduce the amount
of seagrass entering the creek, only
time will tell if they will also assist
in clearing the lower reaches of
the massive sand build-up that has
accumulated over the past four years.
Copies of the Community Information
Bulletins issued by MW and the full
Alluvium report can be found on the
MW website at:
http://www.melbournewater.com.au/
whatwedo/projectsaroundmelbourne/
Pages/Merricks-Creek-and-Estuaryodour-reduction.aspx
ʘ

It did not take long, once a narrow channel was cut, for the
blocking sand to be totally washed away.
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Councillors – do we get 			
what we deserve?
David Gill

Former President of the Mornington Shire Council.

The MOrnington Peninsulas
Freshest Market
An independent local market showcasing Melbourne
and the Peninsula’s very best makers, creators,
growers and collectors. 200+ stalls, great kids
entertainment, live music, loads of gourmet food
and local fresh produce!

3rd Saturday of month
9am to 2pm
2016 dates - Jun 11 (Winter EPM), Oct 15, Nov 19, Dec 17
2017 dates to be released soon!

Emu Plains Reser ve
Balnar r ing Racecourse, Coolar t Rd
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gourmet

Eclectic

A

s we approach this October’s local
government elections it is appropriate to assess our locally elected councillors on the Mornington Peninsula Shire
Council (MPSC) on their performances
over the last four years.
Having attended council meetings
and been involved in local issues I have
a view and hope that others also step
up with their views. After all, many
residents and ratepayers know little
about our councillors, what they stand
for and whether they are good at the
job.

My criteria for a ‘good councillor’ is
based on:
•
Representation: do your
councillors try their best on your
behalf or just go through the
motions?
Knowledge: do your councillors
•
listen to you and bother to investigate
your concerns

Courage: do your councillors
•
stand up and vote on your behalf,
despite pressures from other
councillors?
E f fe c t ive n e s s : d o yo u r
•
councillors properly question
officers and ensure all the facts are
available before voting?

Integrity: do your councillors
•
practise open decision making or
hide behind the committee system
where in camera is often equivalent
to unwarranted secrecy. Do they
allow officers to misuse freedom of
information and other transparency
requirements?
We hear from insiders that there is a
gang of six councillors who make most
of the key decisions. Despite protests I
believe this is true.
The make-up of the MPSC ruling
gang changes as individuals want to

be on the winning side. This makes
for unproductive but amusing council
meetings. It seems the main matters
discussed by MPSC in open council
amount to bickering and gamesmanship.
We often hear little about matters of
real importance to us or even find out
where our councillors stand on issues.
The main reason that I rule out
policy in deciding on a good councillor
is because election platforms usually
disappear on election night. Joining a
group ensures individual policies, no
matter how eloquent, are just words or
at best motherhood statements.
If you want to know about your local
ward councillor, a study of their voting
patterns is essential. Much, however, is
dealt with in committee and divisions
are seldom called, so your councillors
mainly escape scrutiny.
As ratepayers do we deserve officer
driven, user pays, special-charge
schemes, unusually large development
proposals in our smaller towns and
villages, councillor’s overseas trips
and overspending of set allowances
on personal matters?
ʘ

A poem
about 		
nothing
Mel

Stage 1 of 3 of a major new shopping centre development at Balnarring Village.
This development was approved with half the normal parking requirements and
no open space. Is this what we want in our coastal villages?

.
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Write a poem he said with no time to
spare,
So here I go pulling it out of the air.
A poem about nothing is all I can do,
Don’t worry, sit back I’ve written a
few.
Nothing can be a good place you see,
Just relax, and let what will be, just be.
Nothing in your head, nothing is there,
You’re free to do nothing without a
care.
Nothing can be a hard place to find,
Just let it all go, to yourself be kind.
I hope now u understand nothing is
good,
So think of nothing, sometimes you
should.		
ʘ
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Somers community at work
Rod Aitken

L

ike many small communities, Somers
has a body of people who volunteer
for a variety of tasks across the community which help to improve the quality
of life of the village.
The activities are surprisingly wide
and the time devoted by residents
ranges from an hour or so every month
to many hours each week.
Some of the groups include ones that
exist in many other communities such
as the CFA. Others are not so obvious
and include people who belong to the
various ‘Friends’ groups who support
the foreshore, Coolart and wildlife. And
others participate in such communityminded groups as Neighbourhood
Watch and Landcare, to name a few.
As well as the formal groups there
are others who read to the children at
the pre-school and assist at the primary
school with children who need a little
extra help.
What they all have in common
is a passionate dedication to their
particular group or organisation and
who give their time freely.
Not s u r pr i s i n g l y, t he mos t
significant local volunteer group is
the Somers CFA where brigade captain,
John Rogasch, leads about twenty welltrained volunteers protecting our
local community. The CFA is ready to
respond 24/7 and in the past twelve
months has attended about fifty call

CFA volunteers
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outs. The Somers CFA is equipped with
two tankers and is also a specialist
brigade able to respond at short
notice to a wide range of emergencies
including bushfires, gas leaks, home
fires, etc. As well as attending fires in
our area, the CFA has attended calls to
many other parts of Victoria. They are
always looking for new active members
– see further for details.
Other volunteer groups look after
many of the bushland and community
facilities that make Somers a relatively
unspoilt coastal village.

SOMERS FORESHORE The Friends
of South Seas Foreshore Reserve
and Friends of Coast al Banksia
Woodlands (FoCBaW) maintain and
improve significant areas of the Somers
foreshore fighting the spread of weed
species and replanting with native plant
species. Eradicating blackberry and
other invasive species such as deadly
nightshade and bridal veil creeper are
all part of the task.
•
Friends of Coastal Banksia
Woodlands work on the Crown land
reserve managed by Parks Victoria
(until 31 December 2016). The group
works to a management plan devised
and supervised by Parks.

Friends of South Seas Foreshore
•
Reserve also work to a similar

management plan when working
on Crown Land and follow a sevenyear management plan with the
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council
when working on Shire land.

COOLART – the Friends of Coolart is a
group of dedicated volunteers who have
supported the wetland and homestead
for forty years. Activities include
gardening, revegetation, staffing the
Friends shop, arranging flowers in the
homestead and gathering monthly bird
survey data. Socially, the group has a
‘Breakfast with the Birds’, a Christmas
gathering, an AGM BBQ, and publishes
a quarterly newsletter.
•
The Friends Committee
plans these activities, applies
for grants, develops projects for
funding and assists Parks Victoria
in management. A current focus is
addressing the dilapidated state
of the stables and associating with
local groups and skilled individuals
to work with Parks Victoria, in an
attempt to source funding and begin
reconstruction.
BANKSIA SQUARE - the Friends of
Banksia Square look after the square
with support by the Shire. From March
to November the group undertakes
maintenance of the square including
weeding and planting, with each
session followed by coffee and cake.
MERRICKS COOLART CATCHMENT
- On a much larger scale and with a
wider brief of work is the Merricks

Coolart wetland and homestead

If you’re keen on helping with the
conservation of flora and fauna in
Somers, the friends at FOLKLAW would
love to see you.
Other volunteer groups working to
support Somers include:

Areas of operation of Somers’ volunteer groups.
Coolart Catchment Landcare Group.
The group takes an interest in the total
catchment area of Merricks Creek. The
group’s interests include sustainable
farming, feral animal control, plant
identification, weed control and
revegetation. It is working to support
the establishment of biolinks to connect
natural areas across the peninsula and
is investigating the extension of its
landcare area to adjacent areas that
have no landcare group. The work of
the group and eleven other land care
groups operating across the Mornington
Peninsula is coordinated through the
Mornington Peninsula Landcare Group.
Current activities include replanting
along sections of the Merricks Trail plus
removal of invasive sweet pittosporum,
utilising assistance from the Green
Army. Recently, Melbourne Water
representatives under its Water Watch
Program, briefed the group on water
quality in Merricks Creek.

GARDEN SQUARE - The group with the
smallest area of activity is the Friends of
Garden Square. This group, established
to maintain Garden Square as a viable
space for the local community, runs
occasional working bees to look after,
replant and improve Garden Square.
The very social Somers Garden Square
Petanque Club regularly uses Garden
Square.
KOALAS - A notable feature of Somers
is the presence of koalas within the
village. Volunteers under the banner
of FOLKLAW (Friends of Local Koalas,
Land and Wildlife) work to help save
and protect local wildlife, in particular
the koala. Other activities of this group
include assisting wildlife carers by
building compounds, treatment rooms
and possum boxes, the maintenance of
the Somers Koala Reserve, education
and public awareness projects and
talking to other community groups.

Morning tea after a Landcare Group planting day - Mechanics
Reserve Balnarring.

SOMERS RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION
- the SRA is an umbrella group of
elected volunteers with a passion
to ensure that Somers maintains its
charm and character, especially during
these times of high population growth
and the expansion of Melbourne and
surrounding districts. A key objective
of the SRA is to preserve the character
of the coastal village of Somers, and
to support proposals to enhance that
character. The SRA also organises
volunteer support to work with Parks
Victoria on ‘Foreshore Care Days’.

SOMERS PRIMARY SCHOOL – The
school emphasises connecting children
with our community. School principal
David Ingham believes Somers does this
better than any other community. With
about fifty volunteers per week, the
school is fortunate that in Somers so
many people give their time freely. This
has been achieved by having visiting
speakers and joint projects with the
local Woodworking Guild, Somers
Residents Association and Rotary /
Lions clubs. The most visible program,
however, has been the creation of a
volunteers program at school where
parents, grandparents and Probus
Club members work with the children;
literacy and mathematics being two >

Work underway at Garden Square.
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examples. David says that the school
welcomes anyone in the Somers
community wishing to volunteer.

SOMERS NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH
(NHW) consists of a small group of longserving, dedicated local volunteers
supported by the Hastings Police. A
four-monthly newsletter focuses on
local issues such as crime prevention
and safety, as well as informing Somers’
residents of incidents of local crime. It
has a circulation of 500 to 600 and is
fully funded by local advertisers, the
only form of income for the group.
The crime statistics are much
appreciated by locals and have on

Group
CFA
Friends of Coastal Banksia
Woodlands
(FOCBAW)
On Facebook
Friends of South Sea
Foreshore Reserve
Friends of Coolart

Friends of Banksia Square
Merricks Coolart Catchment
Landcare
http://portphillipwesternport.la
ndcarevic.net.au/merrickscoolart
Friends of Garden Square
Friends of Local Koalas, Land
and Wildlife (FOLKLAW)
http://www.folklaw.org.au/
Somers Residents Association
(SRA)
http://www.somers.org.au/
Somers Neighbourhood
Watch
Refer SRA web site
Somers Primary School
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occasion, by raising communit y
awareness, helped to decrease specific
types of petty incidents in the village.
As a joint initiative NHW and CFA
are conducting the Somers house
numbering project. The initiative is
ongoing and much to the delight of
emergency services personnel there
is already a positive increase in the
number of homes with street numbers
which can been seen both day and
night. However, there are still a lot
of properties with no visible house
number.

W h i l e t he a b ove i s no t a
comprehensive summar y of all

Contact
John Rogasch
Ph: 0438 365 647

Pam Bannister
Ph: 5983 1828
E: Raypam.bannister@bigpond.com
Rosemary Birney
Ph: 0438 570 044
E: rosemary.birney@bigpond.com
Christine Wright (Secretary)
E: focoolartsecretary@gmail.com
Roger Stuart-Andrews (President)
Ph: 0413 020 467
E: hanoger@netspace.net.au
Helen Pfann
Ph 5983 5311
E: Helen.pfann@bigpond.com
Alan Costello
Ph: 0412 549 994
E: aldian1@bigpond.com

Sally Holdsworth
Ph: 0418 363 152
E: sally.holdsworth@me.com
Peter & Karin Cooper
Ph 5983 2849
E: Karin.and.peter.cooper@gmail.com
SRA Secretary
PO Box 294, Somers VIC 3927
E: info@somers.org.au
Denise Kempster
E: dkemps@fastmail.fm

David Ingham – Principal
Ph 5983 5546
E: ingham.david.r@edumail.vic.gov.au

volunteer activities in Somers, it does
provide a good indication of the wide
extent of activity underway.
As always, all our Somers volunteer
groups welcome more support, so if
you would like to make a contribution
to improving your village, please make
contact. Perhaps join in for one morning
a week, a month or a year, whatever you
can manage, to meet fellow ‘Somerians’
and protect and improve our lovely
Somers village. 14
Consider
joining a
July 2016
group that interests you or one that
is nearest to you. Simply adding your
name to their email list will provide
you with regular updates on the group’s
activities.
ʘ

Arrangements
Contact John by phone or drop in at
the CFA Station on any Sunday
morning
Meet at upper or lower car parks
one morning per week (day
selected to suit volunteers)
Meet at South Sea Road bowl or
Williams Point track.
Mondays 9.00 – 12.00 & every 2nd
Sunday of the month
Members advised by email of
arrangements
Meet at Banksia Square on 4th
Sunday, Mar to Nov
10.00 – 12.00
Members advised by email of
upcoming activities
Occasional working bees
Contact Sally for information

Meet at the Koala Reserve (at end
of Campsie Ct) at 9.30 am on the
last Sunday of every month
Meetings at CFA Fire Station 7pm,
usually 4th Tuesday in Feb, May,
Aug & Nov
Wide range of opportunities to
assist the school

Pressure on Somers
concrete pathway scheme?
Somers Village Community Association (SVCA)

I

s pressure mounting on Mornington Peninsula Shire to withdraw the
proposed Somers concrete pathway
scheme?
The main arguments for the scheme
just don’t hold up under thorough
research.
•
Safety. There have been no
road accidents in Somers in the
last ten years, involving personal
injury, reported to police. There are
alternative solutions to addressing
safety concerns for pedestrians and
cyclists that don’t require a costly
high impact solution like a concrete
path network.

Cost of maintenance. The
•
existing ‘informal’ gravel paths in
Somers receive no maintenance.
The only known expense has been
in fixing the few existing concrete
paths, over a hundred times in the
last five years, yet Council continues
to say that gravel costs more than
concrete over the life of the paths.
•

Special charge schemes are

Lift raising
Libby Moore

T

he Somers Yacht Club Committee has
taken the initiative and is working
towards installing a lift to be used for
accessibility and carrying heavy items
up to the second floor of the clubhouse.
The installation of the lift, subsequent
essential alterations to the entrance of
the yacht club, and an accessible toilet,
is estimated to cost in the vicinity of
$100,000.
Stage One requires the sourcing of
pledges of $40,000. We are aiming for

unpopular. Council has recently
withdrawn other special charge
schemes and is reviewing many
others because of a lack of ratepayer
support for these projects (reference
June 14 Council Meeting, Addendum
3.7).

Propriety. Council has now
•
admitted in writing that they paid
for the delivery of Somers Residents
Association material supporting
the concrete paths after previously
denying this in writing. After Council
initially saying they would provide
assistance to SVCA, the delaying
tactics over three months suggested
they had no such intention. Instead,
the ‘no concrete paths’ groups had
to deliver information to ratepayers
through door knocking, handing
out leaflets, emails and numerous
meetings.
Questions on the Somers Pathway
Network have been submitted at
numerous council meetings for Public
Question time, but have not always been
read out or answered adequately; nor
pledges of $40,000 before we collect
any money or progress to completing
detailed plans. We have already had
$10,800 pledged by members of the
club.
Stage Two will involve:
1. Getting detailed plans drawn
up.
2. Setting up of an Australian
Sports Foundation tax deductible
account for donations.

3. Setting up of Lift Debentures
that can be purchased. If the total is
not reached money will be returned
to the donors if requested.
4. Setting up of a separate account
for donations and fundraising.

are responses to our email enquiries
always received. Councillors do not get
to see the submitted questions.
In early July the Ombudsman visited
the Mornington Peninsula Shire to
investigate complaints. We know of a
number of complaints about special
charge schemes.
At the first VCAT appeal hearing in
May, Council strongly argued against
a mediation conference; however,
the VCAT Vice President insisted on
a compulsory conference in August
because he wasn’t satisfied with
Council’s response and suggested that
500 signatories to our applications
was a significant number. Perhaps
our council is slowly realising that
they were wrong about Somers coastal
village…we won’t give in.
Please keep the pressure on in order
to have:
1. A proper council survey of
community opinion
2. A factual presentation about
costs and safety

3. A Coastal Village study to
ensure protection of these special
places on the Mornington Peninsula.
We look forward to the council listening
to our point of view and we remind
residents that council elections are in
October. Wouldn’t it be good to have
someone representing Somers?
ʘ
The committee believes it is important
that members, family and friends, of
all ages, with any disability, be able to
access the yacht club. The stairs also
present a hazard for those who carry
heavy loads of food and drinks up to
the bar and kitchen.
If you would like to pledge, please
access the survey below and indicate
the amount of money. All pledges are
confidential and will be tax deductable.
Enquiries on the project or offers to
assist in fundraising initiatives may be
directed to Libby Moore: elpmoore@
gmail.com or 0413 860371.
Link to survey:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/
r/7BYLWK7		
ʘ
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The price of
progress

Flinders Singers

John Blogg
Well-used access steps to South Beach
have been washed out

N
T

he Flinders Singers, under the baton
of our own Pat Sullivan, provided a
fine concert in June to raise funds for the
Frankston Peninsula Carers Inc. In support were young guest artists including
Holly Heron, whose soprano voice was

thrilling to hear from someone so young.
Guest soloist was Rhys Warden, whilst
Lachlan Waite provided entertainment
with his skill on the guitar. Excellent solos were also provided by choir member,
John Walker. An amount of over $2000

was raised on the day. Finally, guests
and entertainers were provided with
an excellent afternoon tea.
Choir soloist John Walker provided
an excellent counterpoint to the massed
voices.		
ʘ

The weather

early every day since the late ‘90s I
have walked the track at the end of
South Beach Road to access the beach. It
was a crushed granite track, 60 metres
long, which lead to 36 steps of the same
crushed rock, packed inside timber borders to create the treads that descended
the slope to the dune. For years the steps
survived with little maintenance, if any,
and I could easily get to the dune area.
The access track had weathered many
storms over the years; including one that
trashed the yacht club, blowing away
dunes and removing sand from beaches
as if a thousand bulldozers had been excavating the night before.
Then one day, out of the blue,
contractors appeared and cleared the
flora from both sides of the existing
track, excavated the rock path and laid
a hard surface of black bitumen in its
place. Then lawn seed was lovingly
scattered on fresh top soil and raked
into the cleared areas where the flora
had been. Jeez it looked good. Blending in
with the natural landscape like a gravel
path through Vegas.
The original steps at the end of

the new bitumen appeared to escape
with minor maintenance at the time
of this work: just a few timber borders
and some packing replaced. Job done.
The steps were still in good condition
until the rains of early May when a fast
flow of water washed out the gravel
between the treads; continuing on its
path it exposed tree roots and created
a channel through the dune to the sea.
The result: a major washout.
I walked to the South Seas Road
bowl track, winding downhill through
bushland wonderfully restored by
Rosemary Birney and a gang (handful)
of local volunteers. The track, which
leads to the beach through the sand
dune, is also composed of gravel and
sand. Here, everything was okay.
I walked on to inspect Williams Point,
another tract of beautiful woodland
restored and maintained by the above
gang, an area that hosts the steepest
access track in Somers, also gravel and
gravel steps with timber supports. Here
too, everything was okay. In fact, you
wouldn’t even know it had rained.
It seems that replacing more than
100 square metres of earth pathway
(about the area of a ten square house)
with an impervious hard surface, and
no drainage or water flow restriction,
caused a huge run-off of water which
had nowhere to go but downhill. The
ground surrounding the path couldn’t
soak up any more of the rainfall, so the
excess water travelled through the steps
and dune area in its path, washing them
away.

Every alteration has a consequence
The proposed concrete pathway
through Somers is an impervious
hard surface totalling more than
8,250 square metres. At two metres
wide along South Beach Road it will
replace every single tree and shrub on
the nature strips.
But what a wonderful hard surface
to walk on – and a skateboarder’s
dream. They, along with bike riders
and potential billycart enthusiasts, will
be able to howl down the long sloping
hill without fear of being confronted
with the so-called busy traffic speeding
through this small, out of the way coastal
town.
Every change to the natural world
has a consequence.		
ʘ

Animal
dress-ups
There has been more rain lately than
we are accustomed to and the drains
haven’t always been able to cope with
the deluge; such as in this case, on
Parklands Avenue.
Ominous storm clouds approach from
Merricks, heading towards Somers
Yacht Club.
10

.

The school’s ‘Dress Up (as your
favourite animal) Day’ was a great
success. And if an animal outfit was
not available, children came in their
favourite costumes. It made for a happy
day for children and teachers. This
energetic quartet is: Mabel, Eden, Owen
and Maggie.
11
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Tortoises (or
is that turtles?)
at Coolart
Brian Thomas

E

ileen, our horticultural ranger, found
a half-opened long-necked tortoise
nest and called me to take a look at what
she’d discovered.
The nest had been dug in a place
where people regularly walked and
which was also run over by the lawn
mower when the grass was being cut.
Peering down the nest hole we could see
some dark, round shapes about the size
of a dollar coin. Eileen gently scraped
away the dirt, enlarging the hole so
that we could lift them out – they were
baby Eastern Long-necked Tortoises (or
Eastern Long-necked Turtles as they are
also known).
I picked one up and it was clear that
after it had hatched out from its white,
soft shelled, oval egg it had then, for some
reason been unable to dig itself out of the
ground. Perhaps, at the very time the
hatchlings were digging their way out, a
force from above compacted the soil back
on top of them and they were unable to
move; trapped, until Eileen noticed the
unusual depression and investigated.
The little tortoise had its head bent
back in the gap between its upper
shell, the carapace, and its lower
shell, the plastron, a position it would
have naturally adopted if danger had
threatened. If a lawn mower or people’s
feet had travelled over it as it was digging
itself out the soil would have been forced
around it and compacted – it would have
been unable to straighten itself out again
to resume its digging. Its head and legs
were plastered with dried mud and
stuck in place. It looked to all intents
and purposes – dead.
I carried the little body inside to
the office to show my work mates who
lamented the little guy’s passing and
marvelled at how small and perfect it
was. I put it on my desk and then went
back to Eileen who had removed the
other two bodies; one looked in even
worse condition than the first and I

.
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gently put the little lifeless body on the
garden bed beside us and took the other
from Eileen’s hands. Suddenly, as I was
examining it, there was a little movement
– a leg kick – it was still alive!
I quickly took it inside and put it in
a shallow bowl of tepid water which
I gently washed over it to loosen the
mud and, gradually, it came to life. The
transformation was amazing. From a
cold lifeless body I now had a very lively
little tortoise scrambling around in the
container which everyone was just
thrilled about.
Meg – one of our volunteers – and I
took it down to release it in the wetlands.
We found a likely release spot and I placed
the, by now quite animated, tortoise on
the bank just a couple of centimetres
away from the water. In a few strides it
was in the water and swimming away,
nuzzling into the weeds below the
surface and coming up for air before
going down again. It looked completely
at home.
As I walked back to the office I had a
sudden thought that if that apparently
lifeless creature hadn’t given a little kick
I would have presumed it dead. What
if the other two were still alive but so
caked with dirt that they couldn’t kick!?
I hurried back and filled the bowl
again with tepid water, retrieved the
tortoise that I had left on my desk, swirled
the water around and pretty soon I had
another live tortoise clambering around

the bowl. A quick trip back down to the
wetlands to set it free and I returned to
search for the one I had placed on the
garden bed. I found it without much
trouble, but looking at it I felt less than
hopeful as it looked in a much sorrier
state than the other two.
Nevertheless I thought that it was
worth a go and immersed it in the tepid
water, not completely you understand
as I didn’t want to drown it but enough
for its body to be warmed and wetted. I
gazed down at the tiny circular form and
gently whooshed the water around it –
no movement. I propped the bowl on my
desk beside my computer and returned
to my work, glancing every now and then
at the little round brown form laying
there – still no movement.
After a while I got up to make myself
a cup of tea and chatted with my work
mates. By this time I had pretty much
resigned myself to the fact that – to
quote Meatloaf – ‘two out of three ain’t
bad’, but to my surprise when I returned
to my desk the third little battler had
revived and was moving about. Another
trip to the wetland and another baby
tortoise swimming free.
Meanwhile Eileen was back at the
nest hole and had scraped a bit more
dirt away to reveal more eggs down the
hole. I was in quandary – should we now
do something with the eggs? I decided
to leave them where they were and we
erected a protective fence around them

in the hope that they would still hatch
out. The ground above them now was
soft and if they did hatch, they could
easily dig themselves out.
For some reason female tortoises
quite often dig their nest holes some
distance from water – perhaps to avoid
the nest getting flooded – and frequently
choose gravel walking paths to do so.
There must be something about the
consistency of the gravel that attracts
them, maybe the firmness of the ground.
They dig an almost circular, tube-like
hole which then has firm soil around it –
able to withstand quite a lot of pressure
from above. If they dug in soft soil there
would be more of a chance of the eggs
getting crushed, as the whole surface
around the nest would yield.
A great number of nests are
discovered by foxes, the nests unearthed
and the eggs devoured by this introduced
predator, so it is a relief to know that
at least some of them escape Reynard’s
notice. Even when they reach the relative
safety of the wetlands the baby tortoises
still have to avoid being eaten by herons,
egrets and swamphens.
I remember once seeing a fox out in

the paddock playing with something;
when I approached and frightened it off
it turned out to be an adult long-necked
tortoise. The fox was obviously trying
to work out how to get at the juicy bits
inside the hard shell. The tortoise was
unharmed though probably a little
shaken and I returned it to the safety of
the wetlands.
On another occasion at a working bee
at Balbirooroo Wetlands, I found a poor
unfortunate tortoise upside down on a
bank in the long grass. It had somehow
taken a tumble and rolled over into a
position where it could not right itself
again, and here it had stayed for quite
some time as could be told by the way
the grass had grown around it. Luckily
it was winter and so at least the poor
creature had not been subjected to the
heat of the sun otherwise it surely would
have perished. So apart from probably
being very hungry, thirsty and no doubt
stressed, it was still strong enough to
walk away when freed.
Life is full of hazards for tortoises, so
it’s nice to see them having more relaxing
moments like when they clamber up onto
semi-submerged logs in the wetland to

bask in the warm summer sunshine.
Last summer there was a memorable
day when twenty of them were arranged
around the edge of the fast disappearing
pond, which was all that was left of the
waters in the lagoon as it dried out.
My most indelible memory of longnecked tortoises – in a scene worthy of a
David Attenborough documentary – was
one day a good few years ago when there
were hordes of dragonflies flying over the
wetland, mating and laying eggs. Certain
species of dragonfly, when mating, fly in
tandem with the male holding the female.
As they fly together they dip down to
the water intermittently and the female
deposits an egg in the water with the tip
of her abdomen.
On this day, the air was full of
dragonflies whizzing about and dipping
down to the water to lay their eggs;
but in the water, laying in wait, were
the long-necked tortoises – I counted
seventeen in one particular spot – and
they were snapping up the dragonflies as
the dipped to lay their eggs. It may well
have been a once in a lifetime moment
as I have never witnessed such a scene
again.
ʘ

The desert
island

me a hand out of the trap, ‘I’m so sorry,’
he whispered.
‘It’s okay, not as bad as that tsunami
though,’ I whispered back.
‘Yeah, anyway I’m Noah,’ he said.
‘And I’m Holly,’ I introduced myself.
Then I stood up straight, limped
over to a pine tree and tore a leaf off
and strapped it to my leg tightly.
Noah was concerned, ‘Is it broken?’
‘Well I’m 95 per cent sure it is,’ I
answered back. ‘But it’s not your fault
because everyone needs to hunt for
food, and I know you wouldn’t eat me
because that would be cannibalism.’
‘True,’ said Noah.
As the sun started to set I showed
Noah what was left of the house that I
had slept in or, should I say, what was left
of the island from the tsunami. I showed
him my hammock, my treehouse, the
zip line and my homemade fishing rod.
We ate dinner, which was mini crabs
that I found in the rock pool, and we
had a game of hide and seek. When I
couldn’t find Noah I shouted his name,
‘Noah, Noah,’ I called.

‘Boo,’ shouted Noah, as he jumped
out and tapped me on shoulder.
I swished around but he slid behind
me. I flinched, then I turned around
the other way and caught him, ‘Ha ha,’
I laughed.
‘You got me,’ admitted Noah.
Three hours later we took the zip
line up to the tree house and went to
sleep in our bunks.
The next morning I woke up and
shifted Noah out of his bunk.
‘What?’ he grumbled, ‘It’s only 6 am.’
‘I know,’ I cried. ‘I got up extra early
to see Joe having babies.’ I squealed
with excitement.
‘Who is Joe?’ Noah asked with
sudden excitement.
‘She’s my possum,’ I squealed again
as we raced down the zip line. We bolted
to the possum nest and I reached in and
cradled a baby possum. I whispered to
it, ‘I’m going to call you Tilly.’
Next to me, Noah sat on the sand
gracefully and before we knew it we
were both out like a light.
ʘ

Isla

aged 10

S

ilently I lay face down, on a deserted
island, slowly drifting into a world
of sleep when, out of nowhere, I was
being stared at by all the animals that
had come out from behind the pine trees.
I jumped to my feet, brushing sand
off my face as I realised there was a
rapid noise coming from behind me.
So I turned around slowly and couldn’t
believe my eyes – it was a tsunami. I
sprinted as fast I could through the
jungle for hours – tearing past all the
lizards and snakes, thrashing through
the bushes – until eventually it died
down. Then suddenly, I fell down a trap;
I realised I was not alone when a human
figure appeared. It was a boy! He gave
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Young Plinth learns
to swear
Barrington Plinth

H

e was very worried that he was not
ocker enough. He had been useless
at sport, especially sports involving
balls. He was learning the piano and at
night he went into town on the number
48 tram to attend youth concerts conducted by Sir Bernard Heinz. He read
thick books and for outings he loved
travelling on choo-choo trains. Plinth
worked in Collins Street, Melbourne and
when he got a car he usually parked it
on the river bank just past the rowing
sheds at Princes Bridge. Getting to the
car meant running the gauntlet of the
rowers as they launched their boats and
what a lot of hunks were they. There
was no quarter given to anyone foolish enough to get in their way, as they
carried their boats across the path, and
if you did you were likely to cop oaths
uttered in loud basso voices.
Plinth decided that if he wanted to
become an Aussie ocker sportsman,
one way might be to join one of these
clubs. But it wasn’t that easy, you had
to be nominated. Plinth senior was a
bit of a man about town and of course
he knew someone who could get
Plinth into a club. Hugh McGee was a
retired champion rower and he was
an oversized, overpowering sort of
a chap. He had sandy hair, bristling
moustache and freckles and above
all he had a wild look in his eyes and

.
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gnashing teeth. Anyway, Plinth soon
found himself being propelled by
Hugh into the rowing shed with all its
confusion of boats, bodies and smells.
So that was that. He was introduced
to a learner’s coach, given a tee-shirt
featuring the club’s monogram of
crossed oars, shown his locker and told
to get changed. All he was required to
bring was a pair of white shorts and a
jock strap. Regarding the latter item,
Plinth fitted one on and found the feel
most disagreeable so he tried Bonds
Y-Fronts and found the containment
provided by these items quite adequate.
It must be said that the locker
room in a men’s rowing shed takes a
bit of getting used to. It soon becomes
apparent that the rowers rarely take
their togs home to be washed, so as
they file in to get changed one can
almost see, and smell, the fumes
coming out of the locker doors. On
another matter, having been to an allboys school, Plinth always felt much
more comfortable in the company of
boys, so much so that he sometimes
wondered about the nature of his
sexuality. After a few goes of mass
showering in the company of a whole
lot of hairy apes, Plinth knew that he
was certainly not gay.
There are various configurations of
rowing skiffs. There are single skulls

and double skulls; these are craft
where the rowers face backwards and
spend a lot of time looking over their
shoulders to see what they are likely to
hit. There are fours and coxless fours
(the name sometimes the subject of
inappropriate jokes), and of course,
racing eights. There is no need to go
through Plinth’s rise through the ranks,
suffice to say that he started off in a
tub for two, with the coach sitting in
the cox’s seat, then to a junior four and
finally into the racing eights. Plinth
was lucky to be chosen to row in a
crew that had a lot of success. They
won every race they entered in, both
on the Yarra and in country Victoria,
for more than three years. So from a
lad that couldn’t do sport, especially
sport involving balls, Plinth was now a
sportsman with trophies on the mantle
shelf to prove it.
So was Plinth now an occa? Maybe
he didn’t quite make it, which brings
us to the time he swore. The crew had
been rowing steadily down stream, the
coach riding along the cycle path when
it happened. Rowing eights are round
bottomed which means they have very
little natural stability so the oars act
like a tight-rope-walker’s poles; all the
oars must act as one, in together and
out together. If one person is late or
early the boat tends to lean to one side
and trying to right the boat is very hard
on the back. On this occasion Plinth
truly lost it.
‘Sit up the bloody boat’, he screamed.
On the bank the coach aimed his
megaphone and yelled, ‘check the boat.
Check the boat.’
This is an emergency call when a
collision is threatened and it means the
oarsmen have to turn their blades flat
against the stream to stop the boat.
‘What have I done?’ cried Plinth.
‘Gentlemen’, said the coach. ‘Mark
this day; this is the day when Plinth
actually swore!’ Cheers went up from
the crew, ‘Good on you Plintho!’ So
what’s the answer? Plinth learnt to
row, became incredibly fit, learnt to
drink beer and above all, experienced
the value of great companionship. He
even learnt to say naughty words.
What’s the answer to all this? The best
thing, no matter where you are, is to
just be yourself. Nobody will mind. ʘ

Somers Preschool
I

nternational Mud Day has been celebrated again at the Somers Preschool and there were moments of sheer joy when
the children were actually encouraged to play in the mud. This
day came about when a Nepalese teacher made contact with a
teacher in WA. They discussed the benefits of sensory play; the
Australian teacher highlighted concerns of parents having to
wash not only the children, but their clothes as well, whereas
in Nepal the children only had one set of clothing, which they
couldn’t get dirty. Subsequently, an organisation was created
to raise funds to buy extra clothing for the children of Nepal
and Mud Day was born. Certainly our children came prepared
with old clothing and gumboots.		
ʘ

Quinn making a great splash of mud.

Total enjoyment for Jett is to throw himself into a muddy
pool.

For William there is such joy in being covered in mud!

.
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1/8 Sovereign Drive
Hastings Vic 3915

Motoring
madness in
Moscow
Roger james
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t was with a considerable degree of
trepidation that my wife and I flew into
a cold, grey Moscow in February 1992, at
the commencement of my posting as Senior Trade Commissioner at the Australian
Embassy. After all, the Soviet Union had
imploded a mere six weeks earlier and
our briefings had been littered with dire
warnings of what we could expect, ranging from gypsy attacks to honey traps. I
had been alerted to the latter by ASIO
who sternly informed me that it was
highly likely that during the course of
my posting I would be approached with
tantalising offers from attractive ladies
(or men!) who would compromise me in
exchange for divulging Australia’s commercial secrets – but more of that later!
However nothing had prepared us for
the anarchic situation, which we were to
encounter on the roads of the Russian
capital. We initially opted to purchase
a nippy VW Golf for our intended
outings around the city and suburbs.
This was soon exchanged for a massive
Toyota Land-cruiser (complete with
roo-bar) when we began to appreciate
the competition, which we would face
in the daily battle of attrition on the
highways. Muscovites seemed to regard
each encounter as a re-enactment of the
Battle of Stalingrad. No prisoners were
taken.
Not only were there no line markings,
but there was a complete lack of common
courtesy – or common sense. As most of
the local vehicles were in a dilapidated
state to start with, their owners were
unfazed by the prospect of collisions, of
which there were many. Added to this,
the road rules, such as they existed, were
completely unintelligible. For example,
there was one rule that forbade making
a left turn of any kind. Remember that
this was a country that drove on the
right hand side of the road. The only way
to turn left was either to make a series

The motorised sled offered a very smooth ride, when compared to the roads.

of right-turns, or undertake a maniacal
high-speed U-turn, affectionately known
as a ‘raz’, which was best achieved with
eyes closed and fingers tightly crossed.
Another widespread hazard was the
existence of enormous potholes, which
were constantly enlarged during the
rugged winters, when temperatures
regularly plummeted to minus twenty
or thirty Celsius. It was reported that
an army of Ladas, Nivas and Zhigulis had
been known to disappear without trace
into these monstrous craters.
While in Australia, we are used to
being approached at intersections with
offers of windscreen cleaning. There
was no choice in the matter in Moscow.
Teams of urchins would swarm onto
the bonnet armed with dirty rags or
newspapers and ‘clean’ the windscreen,
more often than not making it even more
grubby. We soon learned that the most
effective way of cleaning or de-icing a
windscreen was to use vodka, which,
if it was the genuine article, would not
freeze unlike its watered-down version.
As the weather improved and snow
turned to rain, another phenomenon
became apparent. At the first sign of
precipitation, all cars in the city stopped,
even in the middle of the road, so that
their owners could reattach their
windscreen wipers. They had become
such a lucrative black market item that
no sensible driver would leave them
in-situ.

The purchasing of fuel was another
weekly challenge. Each Saturday
morning I would arrive at the service
station, not knowing whether I would be
able to fill up with petrol. The attendants
would be barricaded behind a low grill
through which I would plead my case.
While my knowledge of the Russian
language has diminished through lack
of use over the past two decades, one
sentence will remain with me forever:
‘Mozhno kupit sorok litrov benzina
pozhalsta?’ May I please buy 40 litres
of petrol? The standard answer was
‘nyet’ (no) though I soon learned that
this could be converted to ‘da’ (yes)
with the transfer of a couple of packets
of cigarettes or biscuits.
Toward the end of our posting,
new service stations began to appear
including one, which was constructed
overnight on the site of the proposed
new British Embassy, much to the
displeasure of Her Majesty’s diplomatic
representatives.
Roadmaps of the city proved to be of
little use as they had been deliberately
designed to be incorrect (a hangover
from Soviet days) and to deliver
misinformation. Navigational aids,
which are nowadays so familiar to us,
were non-existent.
The formidable traffic police (the
GAI) – who would flag down motorists
for no particular reason other than to
extract bribes from them – oversaw the>

.
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Visiting Red Square with St Basil’s
Cathedral in the background.
whole motoring disaster. Fortunately
our diplomatic number plates afforded
us some protection, though our local
Russian staff were continually harassed.
Initially the GAI were armed only
with distinctive white truncheons
(affectionately known as ‘pozhaltsa’
or ‘persuasion’ sticks). It was only
when these began to be replaced by
Kalashnikovs that we really became
concerned.
There was no point in arguing
with the GAI. On one occasion I recall
seeing a glamorous lady in a shiny black

Mercedes, which had been clamped for
parking in a forbidden zone. The towtruck arrived and proceeded to tow her
away, with the hapless lady still inside
protesting loudly but to no effect.
Perhaps the overall situation was
best described in an article that I read
soon after my arrival.
‘Anyone who has ever driven in Russia,
especially Moscow, will appreciate the
certain intricacies involved in negotiating
the less than hospitable spider-like
network of concentric ring-roads and
myriad of obscure side-streets. Multiply
this with a set of more often than not
illogical road-rules and the roads become
a recipe for disaster. On leaving the main
roads one is likely to disappear into the
huge void of unnamed pothole ridden
side-streets, never to be seen again.
Many have planned a five minute trip
which has evolved into a navigational
fiasco, thrusting even the most patient
of motorists into Moscow’s equivalent of
the Bermuda Triangle.’
Fortunately we survived our four
years in the Russian capital and I learned
some driving skills which have stood me
in good stead ever since. We departed at
the end of 1995 and I should report that
in spite of ASIO’s dire warnings, I never
did receive a decent (or indecent) offer
from the honey trap!
This is the third in a series of occasional
articles on life as an Australian Trade
Commissioner.
ʘ

The Guard of Honour at Lenin’s tomb in Red Square.

.
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Book reviews:

The Tall Man
by Chloe Hooper
Karina Smith

I

n her book, The Tall Man, Chloe
Hooper tells the story of the death
in custody of Aboriginal man Cameron Doomadgee, and the subsequent
police investigation. This novel is an
outstanding example of non-fiction
writing, drawing on both fiction and
non-fiction techniques to produce an
engaging and suspenseful read – a
spotlight on a crime that otherwise
may not have had a voice.
Because of the broad context of
this book, and the wide range of
problems and themes it addresses,
The Tall Man comfortably straddles
many genres: true crime, creative
non-f iction, societ y/politics and
investigative journalism. Australian
problems such as Abor ig ina l
brutality, custodial deaths, the stolen
generation and Aboriginal mythology
– along with global problems such
as police violence, racial prejudices,
poverty and the struggle for power
and justice – are all addressed in this
powerful book.
T he s t or y i s t old pr i ma r i ly

through the voice of the author: Chloe
Hooper’s experiences and journalistic
obser vat ions are c aref ully and
sensitively woven throughout the
narrative. Hooper cleverly switches
her first person viewpoint to allow
other characters’ voices to emerge.
In this way the reader hears their
nuances and dialects, their anger,
fear, pain and alcohol-addled frailties.
Nobie Clay, a primary prosecution
w it ness, alcoholic and illiterate
woman, has her story told by Hooper,
‘as Uncle Cameron went to turn to
face him, Chris then grabbed his two
legs and smashed him with a spear
tackle…’
Ho op er t el l s t he e vent s i n
chronological order (her version of
the events and facts anyway) through
the fine detail and forensic lens of
her narrative. She describes the
gravity of Doomadgee’s fatal injury,
‘his liver was pushed back against
his spine, which had almost torn it
in two.’ This chronological sequence
is interspersed w it h discursive
chapters presenting other characters.
Murrandoo Yanner, an Aboriginal
friend of the accused policeman,
describes Hurley as, ‘a thug and a mug.
I am the same.’
Chloe’s personal v iew point s,
as opposed to Chloe Hooper the
journalist’s viewpoint, appear more
often in the second half of the book,
where her persona and feelings break
through, particularly towards Hurley.
It is a turning point for both author
and reader. At the resumption of
the inquest, during which blatant
injustices occur, Chloe’s disgust and
contempt are palpable: ‘More than a
dozen police–all of whom were white–
also testified … they had seen no evil,
heard no evil and would certainly not
be speaking of any evil.’
C h loe Hooper goes t o g reat
lengths to present both sides of this
crime, but it is through the voice of
the Aboriginal people that Cameron
Doomadgee comes alive, and through
her own voice that Chris Hurley’s
inconsistencies become apparent.
Bravo for Tall Man and bravo to Chloe
Hooper. A must read for Australians,
visitors and those interested in social
justice. 		
ʘ

Plain–speaking
Jane
Jane Caro 2015
Sally Holdsworth

J

ane Caro – advertising guru, witty
voice of reason on our TV screens and
refreshingly normal representative of
her generation – is a much-loved heroine
and gutsy advocate for women, young
and old, around Australia. She coined
the fabulous hashtag: #destroythejoint.
Fame…celebrity came late to Caro
and her revealing autobiographical
memoir, Plain-speaking Jane, gives
us an in-depth view of the expansive
career she carved out in an aggressively
male-oriented advertising industry. We
observe her ups and downs as she slogs,
plots and bumbles her way to success;
and we experience the fear and dread
that has lurked at the edges of every
achievement – a shadow over much
of her adult life. Highly emotionally
intelligent, she has spent years in
personal development seeking help to
manage these anxieties, which have
sometimes overtaken her. She is an
intriguing combination: communicator,
counsellor, clever creative, and
pragmatic careerist.
Unlike many celebrities who pen
a memoir, Jane Caro is a professional
communicator and wordsmith. Her
storytelling flair, drollness and sharply

honed eye have produced a reflective
scenes-from-a-life memoir. Like other
memoirists, she focuses on those
incidents and events pivotal in shaping
the course of her private life and public
persona. She tells her story as a way of
interpreting her past.
So we’re with her at school when, as
an unusually tiny child, she must find
a way to stand out and protect herself:
her affinity with words and natural
humour an early weapon. Her ratbag
teen years will be hilarious to those
who recognise the free-range parenting
and schooling style of the ‘60s and ‘70s.
Contemporary readers might be
startled by the workplace of the ‘80s,
where men automatically received
promotions while women – even awardwinners – were expected to leave work
for a family. In the maternity ward, as
her premature baby daughter suffers a
sequence of serious illnesses, we see a
very real Jane, engaging and exposed,
but not perfect.
This isn’t a shiny-life memoir – there
is comfort in Caro’s openness about
dramas and successes – it’s just her life.
When contemplating misfortune she
tells herself, ‘you are not special; and
nor is anyone else’. She acknowledges
her family, friends and colleagues
with tenderness, honesty, respect
and the occasional gentle shove in the
metaphorical ribs.
The title of this book is spot-on. It’s
a plain-written, touching book about a
trailblazing woman. Thank goodness
for Jane Caro’s ability to skewer our
placid, politically correct modern-day
ʘ
existence.
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Profile:

Clem and Val
Kleinig
Barry Merton
If you don’t recognize Clem and Val,
you can’t have been looking, because
they’re everywhere.
Clem is a highly energetic mover
and shaker and Val is his right-hand
woman. If you want to talk to them as
we did, you have to get Val to check
the diary and, for us, the only day
available any week was a Friday.

Beginnings

Clem’s forebears migrated from
Germany and settled in the Barossa
Valley where, like many of their fellow
countrymen, they entered the wine
industry (curiously Clem has never
touched a drop!). Clem and Val met
each other in South Australia, when
Val was visiting her sister. They spied
each other across a crowded room and
that was that, love at first sight; this
was all of sixty years ago and they
have been a loving team ever since.
At the time Clem was working on a
farm managed by his father, in Burra
SA. Clem credits his dad with teaching
him numerous practical skills and a
sense of fairness and kindness, but
above all leading by example with his
work ethic. When it comes to practical
skills Clem, having counted £50 in
cash amongst the wedding presents,
used every penny to start building a
house that, in time, became their home
and venue for the arrival of their three
children, Susi, Bernie and Gordon.
Val is a ‘true dinks’ Western Port
girl from the start; she was born
in the Hastings Hospital, (we don’t
have to say when,) and had a happy
childhood. Val was still a teenager
when she married Clem.

A Royal encounter

So why do the Kleinigs have such a
high profile in our coastal village?
Well for one thing there was Clem’s
career at HMAS Cerberus. He was

.
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appointed foreman in charge of the
maintenance staff, which in the end
comprised seventy-eight souls. A
memorable highlight was the Queen
and Prince Philip’s visit to Cerberus in
the Royal Yacht Britannia to present
a new Queen’s Colour. The Kleinigs
were seated next to the royal couple
and the Queen requested that Clem
and Val escort them back to their car.
Clem retired from Cerberus after forty
years service and this gave him more
time for his other interests which
were many.

Bob’s your uncle

We tend to associate Clem with the
Uncle Bob’s Club. So what is it? Well
apparently four businessmen who got
together on a regular basis, decided to
put a shilling in a kitty every time they
met. At the time the community was
being ravaged by the polio epidemic
and the Royal Children’s Hospital was
struggling, so when their shillings
grew to make a useful amount they
would donate them to the hospital. In
those days a shilling was called a ‘bob’,

hence the name, the Uncle Bob’s Club.
The idea soon escalated to much
bigger things, the biggest being the
Good Friday Wheel-Barrow Push,
which starts at Portsea and continues
to Safety Beach. On the day the police
block a section of the Nepean Highway
and children run along collecting
money from passers-by and the
proceeds are tipped into a special
barrow (built by Clem). At the last
event the Uncle Bob’s network raised
$93,000 for the Royal Children’s
Hospital and this sum was put to
good use when it contributed to the
construction of a new nursing home.
Clem’s involvement has been more
than pushing a barrow. He ran the
local club from 1968 to 1970 and has
been secretary/ treasurer from 1970.

One couple: many hats

Many will remember Clem as a shire
councillor representing the Balnarring
Riding in the Hastings Shire. He served
two terms during 1976 and 1982 and
was Shire President 1980-81. Clem
was even appointed as government

nominee to attend the opening of the
Somers sewerage plant!
Never one to miss an opportunity,
Clem found out that BP had to pay a
considerably large sum in back-taxes
to council so, since this windfall was
unplanned, Clem got in first and
secured the sum to build the Somers
tennis pavilion and install the courts.
He then had them form up the cricket
ground while they were at it. Nice
work!
As you can see, Clem has many
hats; (including the hat he wears
habitually) one hat sees him working
around the Crib Point Cemetery. The
site is well maintained and I’m sure
it would be a pleasure to be buried
there. Of course Clem is the Treasurer/
Secretary of the cemetery trust.
He has served for long periods on
the primary school committees of
Somers and Crib Point and somehow
found the time to be involved with
the Crib Point Progress Association,
where he has been made a Life Member
for his work.
C lem a nd Va l a re long-t ime
parishioners of the Crib Point Uniting
Church where Clem is an Elder and
Secretar y/Treasurer as well. He
taught Sunday school at the church
for forty-eight years. Clem and Val
belong to the church choir, visiting
nursing homes where it gives them
great pleasure to see elderly residents
lighten up and, in many cases, join in
the singing. Another member of the
Kleinig team, daughter Susi, provides
the accompaniment on the keyboard.

Voting at Somers School

The pathway to recording your vote.

Recognition and reward

So what do we make of the Kleinigs? In
the present climate in Australia, many
people are struggling with housing
problems and jobs and absorbed in
simply surviving. Somehow Clem and
Val have been able to structure their
lives such that, while still putting
family first, they have devoted much
of their time to helping others.
It has not been without its rewards.
Apart from the sheer pleasure of
positive community feedback, Clem
has been awarded an OAM for his great
service. So we say, good on you Clem
and Val and keep up the wonderful
work.
ʘ

Henry and Betty Broadbent are about to tackle the issue of whether to number all
the Upper House boxes or take the easy way out. There is plenty of advice on hand
from three different party supporters: Taler Kenyon, Gale Lee and Michael Carroll.

.
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The Mornington Peninsula
Koala Project
Pam Bannister

D

eakin University is conducting a
study of koalas in Somers and surrounding parts of the Mornington Peninsula.   

Dr Desley W hisson and Simeon
Zylins, from Deakin’s School of Life
and Environmental Sciences, are
conducting the study, which involves
capturing, measuring, tagging and
releasing koalas in the Somers region;
as well as studying the local koala
habitat.

Important koala research

Although some research has been
conducted into koala populations in
urban areas of Queensland and New
South Wales, there have not been
any comparable studies in Victoria.
With an increase in koala populations
around regional towns, and increasing
urban development in areas where
there are existing koala populations,
there is a need to develop conservation
strategies.

.
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Understanding the spatial ecology –
the size and linkage of suitable habitats
– and the threats facing koalas in urban
areas, is essential for the development
of effective conservation strategies for
koalas in these locations.
Knowing how koalas use habitat
and move through urban areas will
enable identification of key threats
and the development of strategies to
address these threats. For example,
if key koala habitats are bisected by
roads, it may be possible to reduce
speed limits or erect signage to
alert drivers. Where key habitats
are separated by large areas of open
space leaving koalas vulnerable to
dog attack, revegetation efforts can
be focused.
In many urban areas, residents
have spent a considerable amount of
resources in attempting to re-establish
koala habitat and dispersal corridors,
yet this has been done with only a
limited understanding of how koalas
use the landscape.

Aims and scope of the
project

The project is being undertaken in
Somers and surrounding areas of the
Mornington Peninsula. The extent
of the study area was determined
following discussions with local
communities and Parks Victoria. The
on ground component of the project
started in February 2016, following
permit approvals plus planning, and
will continue for three years.
The project aims to determine:
– the distribution and relative
abundance of koalas, and
– the habitat use and movements
of koalas in the region.
To achieve these aims, the project
will comprise two components:
1. Koala surveys and habitat mapping:
Surveys will provide information on
the distribution, relative abundance
and habitats of koalas throughout
the area. Sites will be established
for annual monitoring, and surveyed
for koalas and habitat condition
between September and November
each year. The local community will be
encouraged to participate in surveys
and to report sightings of koalas.

2. Telemetry study:
In this study component, up to 30
koalas will be radio collared for one

Are you interested in
local history?

Simeon calms a girl before tagging.

Dr Whisson dons her gear for capturing
the koala.

year to determine the size of their
home range and preferred habitats.
GPS loggers will be fitted to collars to
record movement paths. These will be
examined to determine the frequency
and location of road and open space
crossings – where threats are greatest.
Koalas will be tracked at two-weekly
intervals to determine tree use.

component of the study, which aims
to identify the habitat and landscape
factors that are most important in
determining koala presence. He has
been surveying sites across a large
area of the Peninsula for signs of koalas
(finding koala scat!) and is aiming to
survey at least sixty sites. It’s a timeconsuming job and he welcomes the
assistance of volunteers.

Field work

Since the end of February, fifteen
koalas (ten females and five males)
have been c apt u red, c a ref u l ly
measured and tested, then tagged
and collared before release. Two of
the females were from Balnarring, one
from Coolart and the rest from Somers
coastal village.
Their ages range from three to
about fourteen years. The oldest
animal, a male, was in poor condition
and unfortunately died a few months
into the study. He was caught on Beach
Hill Avenue and, despite his poor
condition, he wandered widely. Bob
Cooley reported that he was a regular
visitor to his place. From late July to
early August, Dr Whisson and Simeon
Zylins, a Deakin Honours Student,
are planning to recapture all of the
collared animals for GPS download.
The important analysis of the koala
movements will then be able to start.
Simeon is working on the other

Then the Balnarring
and District Historical
Society can offer you the
opportunity to be involved
in historical research and
the updating of records
for Somers as well as
Balnarring, Bittern and
Merricks.
For further details contact the
Secretary, Anna Buchhorn on
5983 5537
or the Information Officer,
Ilma Hackett on 5983 5326

What happens next?

The tracking study will continue until
early next year in order to determine
the home range for breeding koalas
and undertake a more detailed study of
habitat use. Another honours student,
Ashlee Ferrari, will be taking over
from Simeon to continue this study.
Dr Whisson and Simeon are most
grateful to everyone who has assisted
so far with the project: from those
who have reported koala sightings to
those who have permitted capture and
tracking koalas on their properties –
and many other volunteers, including
Deakin students and locals.

Like to volunteer?

Somers locals who would like to help
Simeon can contact him at szylins@
deakin.edu.au.
More details on the project are
available on Facebook at: w w w.
facebook.com.au/groups/MPKoalas ʘ

Garden desiGn,
consultation
& rejuvenation
Libby 0413 807 947
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the bizarre
Lindsay Pullin
some of the things i heard during my
two years national service. on parade, at
ease, officer strolling among the ranks
chatting to the digs.
‘so what did you do soldier before
you were called up soldier?.’
‘i worked in my fathers bryl cream
factory sir.’’
‘you what, worked in a bryl cream
factory, where was that?’
‘marble bar sir.’
‘marble bar, that hellhole of an oven,
why there?’
‘well that’s it sir, the temperature
there saved us a lot of money on heating
sir.’
‘but what about transport, those
costs would have been crippling?’
‘they were sir, sent us broke, but dad
managed to sell the franchise to some
bloke in sydney.’
‘so you were out of business then?’
‘not for long sir, dad started up an
army disposals store sir.’
‘in marble bar?’’
‘yes sir.’ ‘
‘where did you get your surplus
goods from?.’
‘well we didn’t sell surplus goods sir
we sold old railway sleepers for firewood
sir.’
‘i suppose you did well, gets cold up
there at nights?’
‘well we weren’t doing that well sir
so we decided to cut the sleepers in half
and sell them for the same price.’
‘i see good.’’
‘not really sir, the chainsaw
maintenance and fuel costs did us in sir.’
‘goodness me what a story, and then?’
‘well here i am sir,’’
‘amazing.’
terribly young gunner pleads with
the range officer to let him fire the forty
mil anti-aircraft gun, officer relents. man
takes seat. fires the first round at the
plane towing the target. radio call over
speakers from pilot.
‘listen you ,,,,,,,,, i’m pulling this
bloody thing not pushing it.’’
range officer to young gunner:. ‘out.’
missing gunner blute from cleaning
up duties in transport compound, found
24
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sleeping under trailer tarp.
sergeant: ‘what i’m about to hear
from you blute better be good.’
blute: ‘i was inspecting the paint
work sarge.’
he got off a charge.
same blute comes into barracks at
2am in the morning and shakes danny
awake. ‘what the’, stammers danny.
‘danny mate, you have won a battle
ship in a raffle, what colour do you want
mate?’
sounds of blute retreating under a
hail of boots.
on an exercise in the flinders ranges.
one morning our explosives man says:
‘i wanna blow something up.’
reply, ‘well blow some thing up bob.’
six men arrive at what looks like a
small dam. ‘there you go bob, blow some
fish out of the water for lunch.’
bob: ‘oh boy.’ sets c4 charge up and
throws it into the middle of dam. no
boom sound but a muffled gabloonk.
steam clears, all water in dam gone, six
men standing on bank covered in mud
on front side only.
‘whose bright idea was that?’
‘no, where are all the fish?’
‘well right now i’d say they are
landing in adelaide.’
angry voice on radio: ‘what in gods
name was that?’
si x men vanishing. g renade
instruction. very calm sergeant to idiot:
‘hold the grenade firmly in one hand
and gently remove pin with the other,
good now throw the grenade and when

it lands call out ‘’grenade’’ then drop
down beside me.’
nervous silence, then the call, then
grenade.
every one in bunker tenses for the
blast. then a very calm sergeant says,
‘no stand up and look at the item on the
ground and loudly call out its name. ‘pin’.
after the briefing the usual question
from the officer, ‘any questions?’
mandin, who was a teacher before
call up takes a puff from his pipe, ‘ yes
sir i have one.’
‘well mandin, lets hear it then. what
is the sum of 3268 plus 1875?’
stunned silence as every one tries to
work out the answer blank faced officer
as well.
main gate f r iday af ter noon,
regimental sign writer waiting for his
wife to pick him up. he has his brushes
box and his mahl stick. commanding
officer pulls up. co: ‘whats that box you
have there soldier?.’
‘thats me lunch box sir.’
‘bit big for a lunch box isn’t it soldier?
‘no sir, my fold up chair takes upmost
of the room sir.’
‘and what’s that stick thing you have
the soldier, whats that?’
‘or, that’s the stick i shove me dry
bread down me throat with sir,’
co: ‘tell me soldier your a national
serviceman arn’t you?’
sign writer feigning interest, ‘i am sir,
but how did you know that sir?
‘that’s easy soldier, all you bloody
servicemen are mad, drive on corporal.’ ʘ

Luscious
lovely leeks
Penny Woodward

L

eeks, Allium porrum, are a great
vegetable and perfect for planting
at this time of year.
They are especially good for
people who find onions and garlic
too strong, but still enjoy a milder,
sweeter onion f lavour. They are
biennial vegetables that are usually
grown as an annual. They thrive in cold
and warm temperate climates and are
best planted in autumn and winter, so
get them in soon.

Sowing seed

Grow leeks from seed planted in
punnets, or by purchasing and planting
seedlings. Seedlings are generally
ready for transplanting ten weeks
after sowing. Plant out about 5cm
apart in rows 30cm apart. Each small
plant should go into a hole about 10cm
deep and, as the plants develop, hill
soil around the stems. Later, when the
leeks are a reasonable size, remove
every second plant to give a spacing
of about 10cm. These early-harvest
slender leeks are considered to be a
gourmet treat and can be steamed
and served with a simple sauce. The
remainder of the leeks are left to
mature (this can take six months) and
each plant can be covered with pipe
or a milk carton to give tender white
stems, although I don’t usually bother
doing this as I find them tender enough
without covering.
Leeks do best in fairly rich, fine
loose soil with a pH between 6.5
and 7, and they like an open sunny
position. Dig compost or well-rotted
manure into the soil before planting;
good drainage is essential. If you use
soils that were used for a previous
crop that needed heavy feeding, like
potatoes or brassicas, then add less
manure. Add lime if your soils are
acid and mulch to keep weeds under

control, but keep the mulch back a bit
from the stems.
Some good open pol l i nat ed
cultivars of leek are Elephant, with
large thick stems; Giant Carentan, an
old French variety that is very cold
tolerant; King Richard, with very long
stems; Jaune de Poitou, an old French
variety with a yellow leaf; and Welsh
Wonder. I also like to grow perennial
leeks that produce offsets around
the parent plant. When the parent is
harvested the offsets are replanted to
start new plants.

Seed saving

To save seed, you need to leave the
plant in the ground until the second
year when the flower head will grow.
Flowers are a magnet for beneficial
insects so well worth having, just for
this reason. When most of the small
flowers are open (so you can see the
black seed), cut off the head and place it
in a brown paper bag. Once completely
dry the seed will have dropped to the
bottom. Label and store in a cool dry
place for up to two years.
pennywoodward.com.au ʘ
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back to the evening in his home the night
before the wedding. I recall the ritual
welcome, the warmth of eye contact as
each of the elder aunts took my hands
in theirs, and the pride and pleasure in
the giving and receiving of traditional
scarves to us the new members of the
family. I recall the laughter and the feeling
of acceptance when the Australian men
took up the ritual invitation to roll and
smoke the tobacco placed on the table
before them.

Reflections
on a visit to
Timor–Leste
(East Timor)

A nation’s traumatic past

Anne Chynoweth

I

t was the wedding of a much-loved
niece and her Timorese partner that
called us to Timor–Leste.

This tiny new nation is just one hour’s
flight from Darwin, so close to Australia,
yet so far away from our conscious
awareness. Our niece had spoken of
her experience of life in Dili and the
childhood village of her partner, but for
us this was to be a new experience and
a taste of the unknown.
So it was that the first glimpse of
this lush green mountainous land,
set within the clear blue of the Timor
Sea, was accompanied by a sense of
excitement and the impression of a
pristine untouched landscape. As we
drew nearer, long tracks of road linking
a number of mountain villages began to
emerge. Then, we were above Dili with
its network of interlinking roads.

The importance of family

A very warm reception awaited us.
We, along with the bride’s parents and
brother, were welcomed as new members
of the groom’s large extended family. We
were to observe first hand how family
relationships play a central structuring
role in traditional Timorese society. It
is understood that the bond of kinship
offers a permanence that fosters trust
and mutual commitment, both emotional
and material, between individuals and
families. Children, godchildren, cousins
and others with a biological link are
considered family. Indeed, we discovered
that the groom, an only child, had many
brothers and sisters. A number of these
young people had come down from the
village to attend university and were
living with him, at his home in Dili.

.
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There was such a relaxed feeling of
familiarity and mutual respect about
this large overflowing family. The
whole village had been bused down for
the wedding. True to Timorese custom,
this was to be a very big wedding with
over 600 guests in attendance. This was
very much a community endeavour; a
wedding committee had been formed and
there was even a family choir that was
practicing daily. A bullock and a couple
of pigs were provided by family and the
women were to prepare the feast, while
other family members and friends had
made their buses and cars available for
transport.
This collective and cohesive
collaboration still amazes me. It speaks
of an underlying strength that has the
potential to serve Timorese society
well. One of the wedding guests,
the wife of a former member of the

Timorese Government alluded to this
very quality. We had been speaking
of the call for Australia to negotiate a
permanent maritime boundary in the
Timor Sea, and the recent protests
outside the Australian Embassy in Dili.
Along with a discussion of political and
ethical viewpoints, she observed that it
had been a peaceful and well organised
protest, and noted that there had even
been a clean up committee that worked to
remove the left over debris from around
the embassy.
Travel to such places always places
difference and sameness in front of us.
It confronts with the question of who I
am in relation to the other. Before this
wedding the groom’s family were just
that: a family who lived in a hillside
village, a vague somewhat nostalgic idea.
Now, they and others who crossed our
path are real people. I can cast my mind

In 1975 I was knee deep in babies and
took little notice of the terrible events
that were taking place in Timor-Leste.
In many ways I was like our government
of the time and turned a blind eye. I am
still aware of the pull to not know: the
wish to move away from the poverty;
away from the unsettling knowledge
of the growing numbers of young men
and women who need to find a future
for themselves; away from thoughts of
the potential for societal rupture as the
Timorese take up the challenge of finding
their own way forward. How glad I was
to hop on that plane and return to my
comfortable home in Somers.
Yet Timor-Leste has not left me. I will
remember the conversations of those
few who spoke to me of their experience
during the Indonesian invasion. I
remember the grown man who quietly
told me that he survived by hiding in the
branches of a large tree, as he watched his
family flee in all directions. I remember
another’s story of a father who was a
freedom fighter, and a mother who was
tortured and killed because she would
not reveal her husband’s whereabouts.
It is not difficult to find out about
this nation’s traumatic past: the early
colonial exploitation of the Portuguese;
the retribution killings of up to 60,000
East Timorese by the Japanese during
World War II; Portugal’s withdrawal
in 1975, which was followed by civil
war and Fretilin’s declaration of
independence; Indonesia’s invasion and
repression, and the consequent famine
in which 200,000 died; the Santa Cruz
Cemetery massacre; the lessening of
Indonesian control; and a majority vote
favouring independence, followed by
the anti-independence violence and the
Australian-led peacekeeping force.
Then there are the more recent

outbreaks of unrest, grievances over
striking soldiers, divided loyalties,
economic and social problems, and
concerns over irresponsible government
spending of foreign aid and oil revenue.
This nation has been born out of a
long history of trauma and divided
loyalties. Such trauma must impact on
the individual and family life. And, as
with any society, envy and rage will sit
just below the surface and emerge as it
did in 2006.

Future challenges

Guteriano Neves, a researcher at the
Department of Research and Analysis
of Presidency of the Republic of TimorLeste, writes of the challenges facing his
country. He observes that while many East
Timorese benefit from the oil industry,
it is the elite of society that benefit the
most. He states that an oil-dependent
economy encourages the importation
of goods and discourages domestic
production; and argues that the longterm solution rests in the sustainability
of education, health, agriculture, the
building of basic infrastructure and
the fostering of industries that provide
goods and services. There is much hope
in his final statement that, ‘Timor’s
infinite resource is not the oil and gas,
but its people who have fought with high
determination for the independence and
who have gone through very difficult
circumstances in their lives.’

So where does this leave me in
my comfortable home beside the sea?
Where does it leave Timorese–Australian
relations when it comes to the gas and
oil reserves that lie closer to their nation
than ours? Our record shows that we are
capable of responding with aid in times
of desperate need. But we also have to
know that all Australian governments
have turned a blind eye to the plight of
Timor-Leste. Will we prefer to follow selfinterest, or will we and our government
listen to these neighbours who stood
beside us in the Second World War –
caring for and hiding our Australian
soldiers from the Japanese?
A fair and moral solution on a
permanent maritime boundary in the
Timor Sea is possible. If we as a people
turn our back on this now, what will it
mean for us? What will it do to us? How
will we live with and resolve the shame
of such inequity?
The Mornington Peninsula Shire has
approved a friendship relationship
between the shire and the subdistrict of Lospalos in the Lautem
district of Timor-Leste. This has led
to the creation of the Mornington
Peninsula Friends of Lospalos. This
group is working in partnership with
the Timorese community leaders in
Lospalos to develop and implement
community-led projects such as the
building of a bridge for the village of
Motolori. 			
ʘ

On their
way to the
basketball
hoop.
Very popular, especially during the
school holidays, is the basketball
hoop in Garden Square. With Hamish
holding the ball and Harry providing
the pedal power, they are on their way
to enjoy a competitive game between
themselves. No doubt they will be
dribbling, going for a fast break and
then dunking the ball, or whatever.
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We did but see him
passing by ...
Geoff Hall

C

ollectors can be an odd lot. The Guinness Book of Records lists collections
as bizarre as umbrellas and water bottle
labels to troll dolls and daleks. In this
field, stamp collecting is not so strange,
although it is not always looked upon
as a particularly useful pursuit. It was
once said of George V that: ‘For seventeen years, he did nothing at all but kill
animals and stick in stamps’. Perhaps not
the most flattering of descriptions. But
philatelists do not only collect stamps,
they collect envelopes, envelopes with
stamps on, used envelopes without their
letters.
This is a roundabout way of coming
to the point that I recently acquired one
used envelope with a stamp on it, without
an enclosed letter. I am not a philatelist
and my only qualification for receiving
such an item was that I live in Somers and
the letter was postmarked in Somers:
R.A.A.F. P.O. SOMERS. It was addressed
quite simply: Mr and Mrs S. T. Dovey,
“Romney” Darnum. Vic. I wondered
about the sender and what his or her fate
was, given that the RAAF camp was only
operational during WWII.
The National Library of Australia
has a searchable database of digitised
newspapers called Trove and a search
of this quickly turned up an entry from
the marriages column of The Argus
dated Saturday Jan 20, 1945 which read:

.
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DOVEY—SHEPHERD. – On December
16, at the Collins Street Baptist Church,
Flying Officer Alfred Dovey, eldest son
of Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Dovey, Romney,
Darnum, to Gwendolene, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E. W.Shepherd, 206 Union
Road, Surrey Hills.
I now had a name and service that I
could look for in the National Archives:
Alfred Dovey, RAAF. There weren’t many
Doveys and it was easy to find: DOVEY
ALFRED HERBERT : Service Number
- 401109 : Date of birth - 28 Oct 1916 :
Place of birth - TOORAK VIC : Place of
enlistment - MELBOURNE : Next of Kin
- DOVEY SIDNEY.
Luck was on my side, because his
service record had been digitised and I
was able download all forty nine pages.
Alf enlisted in the Airforce Reserve
on 25 Sep, 1940. He was a schoolteacher
and gave his residence as Kanya via
Stawell. Kanya is now nothing more than
an intersection, forty five km northeast
of Stawell; the old school site is just a
grove of gum trees. He would have been
teaching in one of the many rural schools
– a one-teacher school with anything
from five to thirty pupils.
He wasn’t in the Reserve for long
though, enlisting in the RAAF on 3 Jan,
1941. As well as listing his father as nextof-kin, he listed a Miss G Shepherd to be
notified: ‘in case of casualty.’ He was

immediately posted to: ‘No.1. I.T.S.
SOMERS. VIC.’
The No.1 Initial Training School,
Somers was established in April 1940
to train pilots, navigators and air
gunners. It closed August 1945 having
trained almost 15,000 servicemen and
women. The Somers School Camp now
occupies its site.
Alf was not there long and left at
the beginning of March 1941. By the
end of the month he was on his way to
South Africa, Rhodesia and Kenya to be
trained on a variety of aircraft: Tiger
Moth, Anson, Battle and Blenheim.
In S ept ember 1942 he w a s
transferred to 223 Squadron in the
Middle East providing close support
for the 8th Army from Egypt to Italy.
223 Squadron was equipped with the
Baltimore, a twin-engine light attack
bomber, and Alf flew 72 sorties as a
navigator during his time with them.
He left 223 Squadron at the end
of 1943 arriving in England on 10
December to a no doubt welcome break
of three weeks leave.
After resuming from leave, Alf was
commissioned as a pilot officer and
took up training duties in England
for about six months. August saw him
promoted to the rank of Flying Officer
and given a ticket back to Australia.
He left York on 18 Aug and arrived at
Brisbane on 10 Oct, 1944.
Back in Australia, he undertook
further training on Liberators (B-24)
and in radar operations. The record
shows that he passed these courses,
but that must have been despite the
distraction of his pre-Christmas
appointment at the Collins St Baptist
Church which fell in the middle of these.
With the knowledge that the war
was all but won, Alf’s commission
was terminated ‘at his own request to
resume civil occupation’, on 2 August,
1945. Hiroshima was obliterated 4 days
later and by the middle of the month,
the war was officially over.
What happened to Alf and Gwen
post war is a story for another day, but
one can speculate that he went on to
a successful teaching career. It would
not have surprised Wing Commander
H D Marsh, his Commanding Officer in
England, who said of Alf that he was:
‘A good type of officer and an excellent
instructor’. 			
ʘ

AJ 2016
Simon Hudson

PL [Panther Patrol]			
1st Balnarring Scouts

A

J 2016, the 24th Australian Jamboree, has got to be one of the greatest
adventures of your life, to be honest.
First off you begin with a bus ride from
Victoria to some other part of Australia.
For us it was to Cataract Park, NSW.
Once you’ve arrived and set up camp
you have a meal or two and head to
parade the next morning. This parade
ground is a theatre that you get to
know really well over time, with all the

Hiawatha’s
wedding
Betty Broadbent
The recent passing of author Oliver
Sack s, a nd his content ion t hat
anything mysterious going on in the
head – such as hearing music – could
be thought of as an hallucination,
made me think back to my own
experience.
I was 17 years old when I was lucky
enough to attend a performance of
Longfellow’s Hiawatha’s Wedding
Feast in the Royal Albert Hall, London.
I was with my best friend and two
of her sisters. It was the first time I
had set foot in the Royal Albert Hall
and the first time I had heard violins,

performances in the afternoon, such
as: dirt bike stunts, famous comedians
and more.
By the time you start activities you
are in a really busy time, going here,
going there, it really does keep you on
your toes – whether they are clean or
not is a totally different story. These
activities make you test your abilities in
the form of teamwork, problem solving,
navigation and so much more. You will
see places you’ve never seen before and
meet new lifelong friends from all over
the place.
The saddest part of all is leaving.
Towards the end you find yourself
almost in a ball of tears because you
miss your new friends and you haven’t
even left yet. But not to worry you will
see them at the reunion camp.
ʘ

apart from radio performances or on
vinyl discs. I was entranced, both with
the poetry and the music.
Some time ago I was reading a
book for my book club when, turning
the page, I was suddenly presented
with an extract from Longfellow’s
Hiawatha. The syntax, style, names
of the characters and the rhythm were
immediately familiar to me and I was
transported back in time to my 17th
year. I heard, in my mind, the violins
and the gentle voices of the female
choir:
Sat Iagoo, old and ugly
Sat the marvellous story-teller
And they said, O good Iagoo,
Tell us now a tale of wonder,
Tell us of some strange adventure,
That the feast may be more joyous
That the time may pass more gayly,
And our guests be more contented!

Then the handsome Pau-Puk-Keewis,
He the idle Yenadizze,
Whom the people called the StormFool
Rose among the guests assembled,
Skilled was he in sports and pastimes
These were not the words of the
poem in the book but the actual words
I heard in my mind. Yet from that day
to this I had never been lucky enough
to attend another performance of the
work, nor had I even read the poem.
I never let on to the other members
of my club what had happened to
me – would they have thought I was
going a bit crazy? When I got home
I immediately got on to the internet
and searched for Hiawatha’s Wedding
– something that would have seemed
like magic 57 years ago – and up it came
in all its glory. 			
ʘ
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One man’s placename is
another’s insult.
Xavier Duff

W

hat were they thinking?
No one can be quite sure what Jim
Brown and Jack Wells were thinking when
they looked up at four rocky granite outcrops in Victoria’s high country in 1851
and named them Mt Niggerheads [the
Niggerheads].

With the colony of Victoria only 15
years old and still largely unexplored, the
two drovers, the first Europeans to set
foot in this part of the world, managed a
pretty solid day’s work. They named the
peaks and features they could see from
their vantage point not far from present
day Falls Creek: Mt Baldy (later renamed
Hotham), Mt Fainter, Mt Feathertop and
The Razorback, and Rocky Valley.
In these early days there was no
boring officialdom to deal with in naming
places. Whoever saw them first got the
honour and the naming conventions
followed a fairly predictable pattern. If
places weren’t being named after obscure
English aristocrats or officials who had
never set foot in this new country, they
were named according to their physical
resemblances or the circumstances in
which they were first seen.
So it would be pretty safe to assume
that being practical men, the two drovers
saw a resemblance to the heads of
Aboriginal people when they named
the Niggerheads, as much of a stretch
as it might seem if you look at the four
peaks today.
Offensive and derogatory? Today,
absolutely so, but this was 1851 and
standards were, well, different. The
name stuck for the next 150 years. It
stuck, that is, until the late 1990s when
local tourism operator Kath Baird began
a long and rather tortuous campaign
to change it. All this culminated in a
gathering of politicians and Indigenous
leaders in Falls Creek in 2008 to mark
the renaming of the Niggerheads to
the Jaithmathangs — the name of an
Indigenous clan that once inhabited this
part of the high plains.
But not everyone was happy. The

.
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white locals, including the mountain
cattlemen were perplexed. The name
had been around for 150 years without
any objections. Why change it now?
And a local Indigenous group was
also upset over the name despite the long
consultations. An elder of the Dhudhuroa
clan, Gary Murray told the media at the
time that Jaithmathang was as foreign a
word to him as Niggerheads was. Murray
said this was not Jaithmathang country
— that clan came from further north
east between Corryong and Omeo. And
he vowed to fight the name change.
It’s too bad Brown and Wells didn’t
think to ask their Aboriginal guide — a
man called Larnie — what he called the
rocky outcrops. After all, most natural
features had been named by Indigenous
people long before Europeans arrived.
If Larnie had been consulted the
Niggerheads debate might have been
avoided altogether.

Topony-what?

Welcome to the world of toponymy, the
relatively obscure and esoteric field of
scholarship that deals with how places
came to be named as they are. And while
it sounds as exciting as train spotting,
as the Niggerheads debate shows,
toponymy can be the arena in which
ideas about national identity, culture
and heritage collide, along with nostalgia
and romanticism.
These are what toponymists
must negotiate as they complete the
Australian National Placenames Survey
(ANPS), which will document the
meaning, history and culture attached
to Australia’s estimated four million
place names.
A single authoritative toponymic
reference is a task as ambitious as
compiling the Macquarie Dictionary or
the Australian Dictionary of Biography.
And it is Indigenous names that present
the biggest challenges to toponymists.
It is estimated that up to 75 per cent
of Australia’s four-million placenames
are of Indigenous origin, surprising,

perhaps, given early colonial attitudes
to Indigenous people and cultures.
Today, our understanding of the
etymology of Indigenous languages
— the origins, meanings, spelling and
pronunciation of words — is sadly
lacking. What early placenamers like
Brown and Wells ignored was the fact
that Aboriginal Australia was far from
homogenous — and that there were
almost 400 distinct language groups.
According to toponymist Flavia
Hodges, in most cases, Indigenous place
names were first recorded by people
with little knowledge of the language
and were often altered to conform more
closely to English speech or typical
name-shapes.
It gets more complicated because
similar sounding words in one Indigenous
language might mean something else
in another. Even in the same language,
similar names became confused. And,
as the Europeans attempted to record
Indigenous placenames the spellings
and meanings often became hopelessly
muddled. Clarity now is impossible
because so many of these languages have
been lost forever.
Aboriginal placenames whose origins
were unclear even 150 years ago have
had several other layers of obfuscation
added to them by sloppy local historians.

What’s in a placename?

When trying to find the meaning of
names, local historians often relied on
dubious texts and references, repeating
errors which then became fact, according
to toponymist, Laura Kostanski.
Sometimes they even just made things
up — and now toponymists are taxed
with unpicking all this work.
Take Nimbin in northern NSW, for
example. Toponymists have argued
the name has two different meanings:
one being camp hut or house from
the Bundjalung word ngumbiyn, and
the other being small man or pygmy
who lives in mountains or rocks from
another Bundjalung word nyiimbuyn.
Toponymist, Jim Wafer, wrote a detailed
explanation in the ANPS newsletter as
to both, but finally favours the pygmy or
small man meaning.
Sometimes the explanations are
banal. The common claim that the name
Bandiana, in Victoria, derives from a
bandy-legged Aboriginal woman named

Anny, is most likely a fabrication dating
back to 1907, being rather too obviously
literal. Unfortunately, however, there is
no further information about its origins.
Likewise Echuca, Victoria, is
shrouded in mystery despite the
conventional wisdom it means the
meeting of the waters. In fact, Echuca
is not even an Indigenous word but the
worst kind of Anglo-Indigenous mangle,
according to Kostanski. The location was
originally known as Whungulingia by
the local Yorta Yorta people and for some
unknown reason was dubbed Echuca by
the district surveyor — who believed it
to mean the meeting of the waters.
Jan Tent, the director of the ANPS
hopes one day there will be a definitive
‘Dictionary of Australian Placenames’,
despite the confusion that surrounds
the origins of so many Indigenous ones.
‘We can’t even be sure the Aboriginal
names that exist now are spelt correctly
or even in fact relate to local Aboriginal
culture or language. Some of course may
never be known because the original
meanings have been lost forever with
the obliteration of so many Aboriginal
nations’ language and cultures,’ he said.
Disentangling all this confusion is
a huge project. Single placenames can
take months of painstaking research.
With limited funding and only a handful
of experienced toponymists to draw
on, Tent says he is unlikely to see the
dictionary complete in his lifetime.
But it is a goal certainly worth
pursuing. Even if a completely accurate
etymology of every Aboriginal place
name is impossible, there is enough
robust knowledge to reach some sort
of consensus about the meanings of many
of them.
Thankfully the list of offensive place
names such as the Niggerheads is small,
so arguments about their renaming won’t
add too much to the toponymists’ huge
workload. But whether a new name will
mean that their offensive predecessors
will never be uttered again is a moot
point. When the explanation for the
Jaithmathangs is finally written in
a future ‘Dictionary of Australian
Placenames’, will the time when they
were known as the Niggerheads get a
mention?
This article was first published on
newmatilda.com
ʘ

A local story
on greyhounds
Rod Nuske

W

ith the current publicity about
greyhound racing in NSW, I felt
that it might be appropriate to speak
to the family that I knew, in Somers,
who had greyhounds.
Initially, Michael and Gaenor
Vandeberg had just the one greyhound
but were tempted to add a companion.
Minni was found in a local pet shop
and once Gaenor and Minnie bonded
the die was cast. When their original
old dog passed away they felt that a
companion was needed for Minnie;
so t wo-year-old Benji joined the

household. Michael saw him on the
internet at grp.gap.org and a telephone
conversation confirmed that he would
fit the criteria that Michael and Gaenor
had laid out. So $75 and a trip to
Seymour and Benji was theirs.
The rescued greyhounds from
S ey mou r wer e a l l v ac c i n at e d ,
neutered, chipped and you could
choose to foster, with a view to adopt,
or adopt outright. Either way if it did
not work out they will take the dog
back! If you had an existing dog they
recommended that you bring it along
when you pick up your new dog, to see
if they would be compatible.
Michael also informed me that
there is an adoption centre in Baxter.
It is pleasing to think that there
is some effort being made to care
for greyhounds that are no longer
winning races. 		
ʘ
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An episode
Mark Stokes

S

High Tech Dentistry with Good Old Fashioned Care

Ph: 5983 5348

Dental Trauma Fridge Cheat Sheet:
Broken Tooth
1. Apply pressure on any bleeding
2. Find broken fragment and place in milk/saliva
3. Contact dentist
Loose Tooth
1. Apply pressure on any bleeding
2. Gently push tooth back into position
3. Check no interference on biting
4. Contact dentist
Tooth Completely Knocked Out
1. Pick tooth up by crown only
2. Suck on tooth to remove dirt
3. Put tooth root (pointy part) back into socket
4. Contact dentist
OR
1. Put tooth into milk/saliva
2. Contact dentist (as soon as possible)
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ome time ago I had an episode
of heart failure. It was quite an
experience in fact but I didn’t view it
as serious at the time. I thought: ‘A
bit uncomfortable, what’s all the fuss
about?’ My wife and children, and even
some grandchildren, gathered around
in the ICU at Peninsula Private Hospital
and we enjoyed ourselves while the
nursing staff worked around us. It was
quite noisy and I wondered why they
didn’t ask us to tone it down a bit. It
was noisy and fun, a family gathering
and we enjoyed ourselves.
So it went . A few days of
discomfort. Then a consultation
with the cardiologist, who said, ‘If
you were younger I’d give you a new
heart.’ He didn’t ask my thoughts on
the matter. I don’t want a new heart.
My old one has served me well for a
very long time and I will stick with it.
He indulged himself, telling me that I
could die anytime, without warning.
Just like that. Clunk! Dead! I took
this a bit more seriously, but I found it
difficult, if not impossible, to imagine
myself dead. I could imagine my body
in a coffin. That’s OK, but I couldn’t
imagine myself dead. The body in
the coffin seemed to bear no relation
to me. Somehow I was somewhere,
anywhere, but not in the coffin.
Somewhere along the way, I got
a pacemaker. Right up to speed.
The latest, with a defibrillator and a
strange lump on my upper left chest.
Difficult to live with for a time, but,
after a while, I got used to it. Lots
of drugs too, but I found them more
difficult to live with. No fun. Plenty of
adverse effects. I looked them up on
the internet and I was concerned. I had
about three doses of one and I found
that my voice was badly affected. It
never fully recovered. I found that I
had to experiment with the prescribed
drugs, to adjust the dosage, to refuse
some and to take others on a reduced
regimen, until I found what I could
tolerate but, after a time, I was on a
regimen of drugs that seemed to work

and which I could accept.
From this I took a lesson. I am
responsible for my body. Health
professionals are educated and
trained to deal with these matters and
make a decision based on statistical
probabilities, but I am not a statistical
probability. It is my body and I pay
the piper, so I make the final decision.
I found it a difficult time but, with a
sympathetic medical practitioner and
some toing and froing, I got it right.
I hope I got it right anyway and, so
far, so good.
I let the medical fraternity know
what my attitude to life and death was,
and they received my views as OK, but
promptly seemed to forget them. I had
to be on the qui vive all the time and
test for myself any new developments.
I found the internet helpful. Some
practitioners were accepting of my
attitude but, generally, they were
loath to question the decision made by
another member of the fraternity and
I had to go it alone. Well, here I am,
still going and, in the end, they have
accepted this. I take the risk, and I pay
the piper if I am wrong. The medical
fraternity just don’t seem to be happy
to take a risk about it. They don’t
want to lose a patient and, perhaps,
be blamed for it. Well, I am not going
to blame them. Much as I dislike the
idea, I am going to die sometime, and,
who knows, it might be fun.
Even with support and advice
f rom my family and t he healt h
professionals, I found that I was the
one who had to do the research. I
was the one who had to make the
decisions. Sometimes the decisions
had a threatening aspect. How can

someone else make a decision which
affects my life, which threatens me
with death? It is my life; the decision
must rest with me. No one else can be
asked to resolve this matter for me.
Well, how much longer? I don’t
know, but I am still on top of the turf.
I am still getting older. I am still
enjoying it. I wonder what it is like
to die. I just don’t know and I can’t
imagine such an outcome. I expect
that I will find out in due course. A
great surprise, perhaps, in store for
me. Maybe a great adventure opening
out for me. Maybe!
I am told that I have severe chronic
heart failure and I accept that. I just
don’t want to feel like an invalid. When
I tell my doctor that I don’t want to feel
like shit he says ‘OK, I understand’,
but, when the crunch comes and he
prescribes, usually the drug makes
me feel like an old, worn out string of
rope and I just drag around. He wants
me to keep on with the drug or try it
again on a smaller dose and work up
to the point where it is effective, which
means till it make me feel like a bit of
shit. He wants to keep me alive; no
matter it is a life not worth living. I
am more interested in feeling vibrant
and alive than a living dead man.
The most important act, I have
found, is to decide to t ake f ull
responsibility myself. It is my job
to decide to take or not take the
medication and accept the outcome.
The doctor’s job is to advise me what
he regards as the best course and let
me check it out and follow it or not
according to my response. I pay the
piper and I wear it, whatever that
is. 				
ʘ
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Remembrance
and
understanding
Bronwen Gibbs

T

wo years ago, while sitting on a plane
returning from Belgium and France,
I wrote a piece for the Nautilus (Two
among millions, issue 54).
My husband and I had been following
the footsteps of my great uncle who
died of gunshot wounds to the chest
while manning a machinegun post on
the Western Front of WW1, and Dave’s
grandfather who survived.
Once again sitting on a plane,
returning from a visit to the Somme, I
ponder on what it was that compelled us
to again make this pilgrimage and why
it is we feel the need to acknowledge
the Fromelles and Pozieres battle
centenary.
For many years we had been
discussing our first trip and made the
decision to visit in August 2014 so as
not to be caught in the hype of the Anzac
centenary. We didn’t realise we’d be
overlooking a significant time for the
French and Belgians, marking the start
of the war in 1914.
Gaining from our first visit, some
sense of what it might have been like

not only for the soldiers fighting these
battles but also the population living
amongst them, we felt a need to return
(in 2016) specifically for the marking
of the centenary at Pozieres where my
great uncle had died.
Our government’s Department
of Veteran’s Affairs had organized
centenary comemmoration services at
both Fromelles and Pozieres. The Battle
at Fromelles (Battle of Fleurbaix),
known to many due the finding of a
mass grave in 2007, was the beginning
of Australia’s involvement on the
western front, many soldiers having
first fought at Gallipoli. In twenty-four
hours losses amounted to more than
the Boer, Korean and Vietnam wars
combined, the worst day in Australian
military history.
A week later on July 23 the
Australian troops, including my
grandfather’s brother Cecil, fought
their first battle on the Somme at
Pozieres. The village of Pozieres
was initially taken by the Australian
1st Division but the Germans were
ordered to retake it at any cost and the
subsequent bombardment surpassed
anything they had experienced in
Gallipoli. Cecil was wounded on July
26 sparing him the continuing hell
experienced by the following 4th and
6th divisions. In six weeks of fighting
at Pozieres, and nearby Mouquet Farm,
the three divisions suffered casualties
comparable with eight months of
fighting at Gallipoli.
Official historian Charles Bean
described Pozieres ridge as ‘more

Australian commemoration in the heart of France
under the midsummer afternoon sun..
34
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Roadsides are lined with wild flowers
- red poppies, blue cornflowers
and white daisys.
densely sown with Australian sacrifice
than any place on earth.’
Af ter much investigation and
enquiry we received tickets to the
Australian centenary commemoration
at Pozieres.
This Commemoration was by no
means a celebration or glorification
of war but a reminder of the horror,
loss and waste. Those who live along
this historic line through France and
Belgium have constant reminders.
Each year hundreds of tons of shells
and grenades are still dug from the
fields. Three recently found, unknown
Australian soldiers were buried with
full military honours in the Pozieres

Stage set in preparation for an intimate performance.

Commonwealth War Cemetery, while
we were there.
We were able to collect five pieces of
shrapnel from the surface of the soil in
the cemetery where Cecil’s machinegun
post had been stationed.
Perhaps these reminders become
a part of daily life and it is necessary
to mark and memorialize dates to
remember the enormity of what had
happened.
I had also heard on Radio National
of the Flowers of War, a three year
project to ‘uncover, perform, discuss
and celebrate the music and art that
talented men used to cope with the
horror and to mark their experiences’
of W W1. The second program in
this project, Songbirds of the Somme,
celebrated twelve composers of six
nationalities, on both sides, who were
lost, injured or deeply affected by
their service on the Somme. It was
designed to be performed in France
in the churches of the Somme villages
that were left in ruins.
We were able attend the very
intimate Songbirds of the Somme
performance in the little church at
Pozieres the day after the official
commemoration. I can sum it up in
two words: goose-bumps and tears.
From Handel’s Death March of Saul
(itsconnection being its use in military
funerals of WW1),The Battle of the
Somme arranged for bagpipes and
strings, to the singing of The Last Post.
Christopher Latham (Director of
the Flowers of War) when noting the
appalling carnage of the Somme said:

‘The losses were so great the numbers
numb us. This is the story of martyred
villages, composers lost. Where music
should have flowered only silence. By
telling the story of the songbirds of the
Somme, this shared tragedy is reduced
to a human scale that can be truly felt.
The war is over for all who fought it.
Their losses must be made meaningful.
It is for us to continue to win the
peace.’
On our previous visit we had places
to visit and history to learn, following
individual stories. Once again we visited
Cecil’s grave, in the small cemetery
at Warloy Baillon, and explored and
discovered further the North West of
France. We stopped to visit a German
cemetery, fewer in number than
the commonwealth as many bodies
were returned to Germany. We were
astounded and awed by simple black
stone crosses as far as the eye could see.
On closer inspection each cross marked
the grave of four men. To imagine four
men standing at each cross gave an even
greater perspective. In this cemetery
close to 50,000 men are buried. Later
in the week we also came across the
largest Commonwealth and French
cemeteries. These three huge sites have
an enormous impact bringing equal but
different emotions to the small roadside
cemeteries, often in sight of the next,
that dot the French countryside.
‘Such incomprehensible fortitude.
How did soldiers continue in the face
of certain and pointless slaughter?
Through a belief on all sides that they
were serving the greater good. That

In this very flat landscape control of the the high ground,
however slight, was critical. Australian memorial
Villers Bretonneux.

their sacrifice would spare further
misery, hence their stoic endurance,
inconceivable today,’ – Christopher
Lathan, www.flowersofwar.org.
I’m still not sure why we feel
this need to commemorate, but it is
important. We move on but don’t forget.
Perhaps it is a collective remembrance,
and the need to understand that it is
important.

Cecil’s grave visted by close family
1923, 1927, 2014 and 2016.

The soldiers’ graves are the
greatest preachers of peace.
Albert Schweitzer - Nobel Peace
Prize laureate

German cemetnary on the road to Arras. Black stone crosses as
far aas the eye could see. Each marking the graves of four men.
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Dear brother... had a minor adventure

– took the city scooter for a scoot to charge its battery
– through our old home town. It’s been decades since I
really looked at it and you’d be amazed. Franco Cozzo
has his smiling mug filling a whole warehouse wall to
welcome us to his ‘Foo-des-gray’ for the perpetual ‘Gran
Sal’. Austin Knox Drafting and Stationer is a Vietnamese
takeaway like the rest of Barkly St. Armfield Motors
is ten storeys of flats. Poon’s Chinese is still there
‘tho Jimmy died this year so it can’t be the same. The
charming Victorian railway station has an overwhelming
new overpass that looks like a transform’d gob. The
mall is a South Sudanese cafe. There’s a Rubik-style
monolithic cube dwarfing the town hall at the other
town entrance.
Going down Geelong Road there is a whopper new
roofed-and-sided pedestrian crossing, so you can’t watch
the footy at Western Oval any more. Opposite where the
Robbs Rd garbage tip used to be is a whole street block
that’s been razed. They are setting out a new street up
the middle for 48 townhouses where there used to be
20. Our Metho Sunday School is now 12 townhouses. Our
high school, long sold by Jeff as there was no population
growth, is now 111 townhouses (how unpredictable that
future!). The old home looked the same, but for a trendy
colour repaint to go with the gentrification of the whole
suburb – so handy being ten km from the CBD.
At our old Scout hall there was a yellow planning
sign out front, with trade utes and skips. Thought they
were pulling the place down but they are doing a ‘reno. A
young kid, well twenty-something tradie, kindly took my
photo under the old wrought iron sign. He smiled at my
blurt: ‘I used to come here as a Cub Scout 50 years ago
– but everything changes.’ He must have picked up my
surprise at the hall, now a home, still being there.
Can you imagine me confessing, even accepting, that
there is such a thing as change? But Bro, we’ve now been
around for nearly a quarter of European settlement of
this country, so given our agoraphobia, it makes sense
there is a continuing churn to pull down and rebuild for
a higher yield of dwellings and profits. Pity the existing
train, bus, car, bike, school, hospital, water, electricity,
gas and everything can’t keep up with the demand. You’d
think whoever widens the tap of new folk would ensure
something to support us with infrastructure?
The central veggie market on Footscray Road has
moved to outer Epping. The old one had Austin Knox’s
biggest clear span in the Southern Hemisphere. It’s now
empty and desolate – as is the ten-lane road it fronts.
Yet let’s spend another $10 billion for another WestLink.
Back at Somers, it’s much the same as it was. Well, there
is some love lost with all the underlying tensions. You
can’t get a paper at the store (‘tho the coffee is still good),
some have been banned from the store, and the store
carpark toilets have been pulled down.
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The creek opened itself late June after the big rains.
The big old pine next door that was falling for forty years
finally felled. The weeping peppermint alongside, which
was OK, went too. Tommo’s old place in The Promenade
beside the best beach has a new swimming pool.
The footpath proponents and protests continue;
pitting neighbour against neighbour, one side of the road
versus the other, nature strip stealers versus givers.
The ‘progress association’ denies any involvement in
something that wouldn’t have been without them. West
Tasman is getting a new road with nice kerb and channel,
so Somers will be more like the suburbs we all escaped
from. The Government took over the foreshore, so not
many can be bothered weeding it anymore – where are
our IGA Community Benefits going now? The permanent
40km limit in front of the school can still trap you
whenever they need more tax. As Shaw and Mal say, ‘life’s
not meant to be easy mate, but take courage: it can be
delightful’, and compared to anywhere else, it is down
here.
Cheers Bro,

Tedd Warden.
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